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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  3CS  
 Other Listings       
 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   6      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1465 Pine Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):       Lester F. Bray auto repair shop   
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address       1465 Pine Street    City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN              *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 668, lot 12 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ___ HP8 –  industrial building_________                    _________  


This one-story brick masonry shop building fills its lot, which measures 25’ in width along Pine 
Street and has a depth of 120’ (to Frank Norris St.).  The front of the building is clad in buff-colored 
brick.  It has been painted to a height of seven feet but is unpainted above that level.  In composition, 
the façade is divided into two bays, with the slightly wider bay at left devoted to a vehicle entrance 
and the other bay, at right, devoted to a window.  At the top of the building, the parapet is capped by 
two courses of header bricks.  A few feet below, a shallow Romanesque cornice stretches across the 
building.  It consists of two courses of brick headers and a course of supporting brick arches. 
 
In each opening, a transom window can be found set in a wooden frame.  Wood muntins divide the 
glazing in a pattern of large and small rectangular lights.  In the bay at right, a window with 
replacement metal sash fills the opening below the transom and above a low brick bulkhead.  This 
window, and the loss of the vehicle entrance door, are the only known alterations to the façade. 


 
*P4.  Resources Present:            Building   Structure   Object   Site   District   Element of District    Other 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 


 
 


(View, date, accession #) 
View looking south  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1917; building permit  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
PINE/POLK LLC  
1608 IRVING STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94122  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  January 2010  
*P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  
P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite 
survey report.)     William Kostura.  
Van Ness Auto Row Support 
Structures.  San Francisco 


Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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Detail of the parapet and cornice 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   3    of   6      *NRHP Status Code  3CS  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 1465 Pine Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Lester F. Bray auto repair shop  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:    auto repair       B4.  Present Use:  auto repair  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Romanesque Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1917.  The wooden window sash in the west bay was replaced with modern metal sash after 1976. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
B9a. Architects:  Rousseau and Rousseau   b. Builder:  unknown  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance    1917-1964  Property Type    auto repair shop  Applicable Criteria   1  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History – Construction and architects 
 


This auto repair shop was built in 1917 as an investment for John Albert Nougue, who was for many 
years the co-proprietor of the Model French Laundry, located next door at 1467 Pine, and who lived 
above the laundry at 1469 Pine.  A relative, almost certainly his son, Alfred Nougue, remained the 
owner of this building (#1465) into the 1960s. 
 
The building was designed by the architectural firm of Rousseau and Rousseau.  At this time the firm 
consisted of Arthur F. Rousseau and his father, Charles M. Rousseau.  The firm was founded with 
Charles’ arrival in San Francisco in 1890 and persisted under various partnerships of the father and his 
three sons, and then of two of the brothers.  During the 1910s Rousseau and Rousseau was most 
prominent as designers of apartment buildings, residence hotels, and flats in the Lower Nob Hill, 
Tenderloin, Pacific Heights, and Western Addition neighborhoods. 


B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Building permit #76058 (April 10, 1917) (filed under “1461 Pine” (Sketch map with north arrow required) 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1918-1964 
1929 Sanborn insurance maps  (one-story brick “machine shop”) 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  January 2010  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History -- Occupants 
 
This building was used as an automobile repair shop from its completion through the early 1950s, and 
was then used as a public garage.  It later returned to its original use as an auto repair shop.  The 
occupants of the building through 1964 (the end year of the period being studied) are listed below: 
 


1917-1928:  Lester F. Bray, auto repair 
1929:  Parker Brothers, auto repair 
1930-1934:  Bill Mahoney, auto repair 
1935-1937: Horace L. Green, auto repair (in partnership as Degen and Green in 1935, and as Green and 


McNaughton in 1937) 
1938-1940+:  Marks and Wells, auto repair 
1941-1945:  unknown occupants 
1945-1964+:  H. B. Williams, auto repair from 1946-1951, and proprietor of the Williams Garage during 


1953-1964 
1964+:  Phil Trupiano Automotive Service; shared this building with the Williams Garage 


 
In sum, this building was occupied by auto repair shops for at least 31 years, and by a public garage for 
twelve years, through 1964.  The total known auto-related use of this building was for at least 43 years. 
 
History – Context – Auto repair shops in the study area 
 
The following discussion will compare 1465 Pine with the other buildings in the study area that have 
held auto repair shops.  The comparison will be made in terms of buildings’ earliest date of auto repair 
use, longevity of auto repair use, their, and occasionally size or capacity. 
 
Over 40 buildings in the study area were occupied by auto repair shops for at least seven years (through 
1964).  This category includes shops that did general auto repair and body rebuilding.  It does not 
include specialty service shops such as electrical, batteries, brakes, tires, auto tops and trimming, fender, 
and radiator shops, as those are considered separate categories. 
 
Of these forty-plus buildings, six have poor integrity, and many held auto repair shops for relatively 
brief periods of time.  The best examples are as follows: 
 
Four buildings held auto repair shops beginning in the 1910s, for periods of over 20 years (through the 
year 1964), and have at least good integrity.  They qualify as the oldest good examples of auto repair 
shops in the study area: 
 


155 Grove Street.  Auto repair use beginning in 1915, for 23 years.  Integrity is good. 
 
731-799 Van Ness Avenue.  Auto repair use beginning in 1917, for 28 years.  Integrity is high.  This was a 
large multi-use building; it held a public garage and an auto painting shop in addition to an auto repair shop. 
 
1465 Pine Street (the subject building). Auto repair use beginning in 1917, for at least 30 years. 
 
1644 Pine Street. Auto repair use beginning in 1917, for 45 years.  Integrity is high. 


(Continued next page.) 
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History – Context – Auto repair shops in the study area (continued) 
 
Seven buildings held auto repair shops beginning in the 1920s, had over 30 years of such use, and retain 
high integrity.  These are exceptional examples of this building type, even though they are not as old as 
those dating to the 1910s.  They include: 
 


300 Grove Street. Auto repair use beginning in 1920, for 38 years.  The brick façade is exceptional.  
 
650, 843, and 845 Polk Street.  Auto repair use beginning in 1920, for 40, 44, and 38 years, respectively.  
These are modest buildings on the scale of 1465 Pine. 
 
824 Ellis Street. Auto repair use beginning in 1920, for 35 years.  This was one of the larger and more 
architecturally distinguished auto repair shops in the study area. 
 
1765 California Street. Auto repair use beginning in 1921, for 43 years.  This was the largest auto repair shop 
in the study area. 
 
55 Oak Street. Auto repair use beginning in 1929, for 35 years. 


 
Other auto repair shop buildings in the study area are important in other ways.  Some of them were 
multi-use buildings that held garages or specialty service shops in addition to auto repair shops.  In terms 
of age, longevity of auto repair use, and integrity, however, the eleven buildings listed above are among 
the best examples of auto repair shops in the study area. 
 
Integrity 
 
This building has lost its original vehicle entrance doors and window sash, but retains its original 
transom windows.  It retains integrity of location, design, setting, feeling, and association, while 
integrity of materials and workmanship are slightly diminished. 
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as auto-
mobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according to the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings were 
auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto painting 
shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry in San 
Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a building are 
its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in local auto 
industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to evaluations of 
buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-1964. 
 
Completed in 1917, this is an early example of an automobile repair shop.  With 31 years of such use in 
its history, it has excellent longevity in this use.  Its integrity is also good.  Although this is a small 
building with modest capacity, it is important for its great age and its longevity.  For these reasons, the 
 


(Continued next page.) 
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Evaluation (continued) 
 
building appears to be eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources under Criterion 1, at 
the local level, for its use as an auto repair shop.  The Period of Significance under this criterion is 1917-
1951 and 1964, the years the building had this use.  This building is also eligible under Criterion 1 for its 
overall use as an auto repair shop and a public garage, with a Period of Significance of 1917-1964. 


 
None of the proprietors of shops in this building had individual importance in their field.  Accordingly, 
this building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 2. 


 
Architecturally, this building is appealing but modest, with minimalist Romanesque imagery in the 
cornice and transoms divided by muntins into a pattern of small rectangular lights.  On balance, it does 
not seem quite distinguished enough to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 3. 


 
Character defining features 


 
The character defining features of this building are its height and width, the buff-colored brick façade, 
the parapet capped by two courses of header bricks, the Romanesque cornice, the two transom windows 
(one in each bay) with wooden muntins that divide the glazing into small rectangular lights, the brick 
bulkhead, and the size and shape of the entrance and window openings. 


 


 
 


Photo of 1465 Pine Street, 1976.  From the Department of City Planning 1976 survey of historic buildings.  Note 
the original (or early) window in the bay at right, below the transom; it has since been replaced by metal sash.  In 
the bay at left is a glimpse of the original wooden vehicle entrance door, which has now probably been replaced. 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  3CB  
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 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   8      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1644 Pine Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):      Michelin Tire Co./Pete Boatman auto repair shop          
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address      1644 Pine Street     City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN              *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 647, lot 7 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ___ HP8 –  industrial building_________                    _________  


This one-story building occupies a 67’-6” by 137’-6” lot.  The building itself is somewhat over fifty 
feet in width, and the balance of the lot is devoted to a driveway along the east side of the building.  
According to a published building notice the building is reinforced concrete in construction and clad 
in stucco.  The front of the building is devoted almost entirely to window display and vehicle entry, 
and thus gives little evidence of this construction type. 
 
At the top of the façade are, from the top, a low parapet, a profiled cornice supported by block 
modillions, courses of egg-and-dart and dentil moldings, a blank frieze, and a secondary cornice, 
also profiled.  This latter cornice is supported by three pilasters that define a two-bay composition.  
These pilasters have profiled capitals and paneled shafts.  The bay at right (to the east) has a transom  
 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 2.) 


 
*P4.  Resources Present:            Building   Structure   Object   Site   District   Element of District    Other 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 


 
 


(View, date, accession #) 
View looking north  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1912-1913; building permit  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
PINE & FRANKLIN-CA LLC  
P.O.BOX 4900 
SCOTTSDALE AZ  85261  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  January 2010  
*P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  
P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite 
survey report.)     William Kostura.  
Van Ness Auto Row Support 
Structures.  San Francisco 


Department of City Planning, 2009.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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Description (continued): 
 
of seven painted lights over a large vehicle entrance.  The bay at left has a transom of twelve clear lights 
over a storefront display, pedestrian entrance, and vehicle entrance.  The vehicle entrance has a roll-up 
door.  The mullions or framing that hold the storefront windows appear to be original, or early.  A low 
bulkhead at the base of the storefront is clad in stucco. 
 
The treatment described above – classical cornices, frieze, and pilasters framing a transom and storefront 
window – is replicated in the adjacent bay around the corner on the east-facing façade. 
 
This building is the easternmost in a row of five one and two-story buildings at 1644-1670 Pine Street, 
all of which date to the 1910s and have histories related to the automobile industry.  Collectively, these 
buildings have a frontage on Pine of 204 feet. 


 
 


 
 


Five buildings at 1644-1670 Pine Street, all of which have automobile-related histories.
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   3    of   8      *NRHP Status Code  3CB   
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 1644 Pine Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Michelin Tire Co./Boatman auto repair shop  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:    automobile tires shop       B4.  Present Use:  auto rental  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1912-1913.  The transom in the eastern bay seems to have an altered pattern of muntins and lights. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
B9a. Architect:   Albert J. Bain  b. Builder:  Mutual Construction Co.  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance    1912-1964   Property Type   tires and auto repair shop   Applicable Criteria   1, 3  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History -- Construction 
 


This building was built in 1912-1913 as an investment for owners Charles A. Stanton and William D. 
O’Donnell, each of whom dealt in real estate.  The designer of the building was Albert J. Bain, a very 
obscure San Francisco architect. 
 
History -- Occupants 
 
This building was occupied continuously from 1913 through 1964 as shops for automobile-related 
businesses.  They included a tire shop, auto repair shops, an automobile springs shop, a body repair 
and auto metal working shop, and a radiator shop.  At times two businesses occupied this building 
simultaneously, and at other times one business occupied the entire building. 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 3.) 


B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Building permit #46476 (Dec. 17, 1912) (Sketch map with north arrow required) 
Building and Industrial News, Dec. 10, 1912, 8:1, and Dec. 17, 1912, 


18:3) 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1914-1964 
1915, 1936 and 1948 Sanborn insurance maps (1634-1644 Pine) 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  January 2010  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History – Occupants (continued) 
 
Michelin Tire Company 
 
The first occupant, from 1913 through 1919, was the Michelin Tire Company.  This is not certain, but it 
appears this business was a factory branch rather than a local dealer that purchased and sold Michelin 
tires.  Whichever it was, it is clear from a building notice in Building and Industrial News (December 
10, 1912, p. 8, col. 1) that this tire firm had arranged to lease the building from the owners before the 
construction began. 
 
This building was not the only place in San Francisco one could buy Michelin tires during these years.  
In 1915 and 1916 another tire shop, that of George P. Wells at 543 Van Ness, also sold Michelin tires, as 
did another shop in the Mission district.  It may be that these shops competed with the one at 1644 Pine, 
or that 1644 Pine was a factory branch that supplied these other shops. 
 
Auto repair shops 
 
A portion of this building was devoted to auto repair in 1918.  A display ad in the San Francisco 
Chronicle (May 19, 1918) reveals that the Phillips Distributing Company, seller of the Daniels brand of 
autos on post Street, had their “service station” in this building then.  It seems that this shop was in the 
eastern half of the building (then numbered 1634 Pine), while Michelin had the western half (#1644). 
 
During 1919-1936 this building was occupied by the Boatman auto repair shop, owned variously by Pete 
Boatman (most years) and Thomas F. Boatman (1919-1920, 1932).  In 1920-1922 the Boatmans shared 
this building with another shop, the Westinghouse Air Spring Company, an auto springs firm, and in 
1923-1924 with J. Bruce Gibson’s auto supplies store. 
 
The auto repair shop of Jack Ranis occupied this building from 1938 through at least 1964.  His city 
directory listings state that he performed auto metal work, body repair, radiator and fender repair, and 
acetylene welding.  He shared the building during at least 1946-1953 with Dabney Radiator. 
 
To recapitulate, this building was occupied by a tire shop for six years in the 1910s; and by auto repair 
shops for 46 years, beginning in 1918; for a total of 51 years of automobile-related uses (through 1964, 
the end year of the period being studied for this report). 
 
History – Context 
 
Tire shops in the study area 
 
For purposes of comparison, the more notable surviving buildings in the study area that held tire shops 
are listed below.  This list excludes buildings that have largely lost integrity and auto showrooms whose 
dealers also sold tires.  Except as noted, all retain good to high integrity. 
 
Seven surviving buildings in the study area held tire stores beginning in the 1910s. They include: 


(Continued next page.) 
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History -- Context (continued) 
 


1301-1305 Van Ness Avenue.  This was Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company’s factory branch for five years, 
from 1912-1917.  Goodyear occupied about three quarters of this large building, which became devoted to 
auto showroom use after 1917.  


 
1412-1420 Van Ness Avenue.  This was Firestone’s factory branch for ten years, 1913-1923.  Firestone 
occupied half of this two-story-plus-basement building, the rest of which was occupied by an auto showroom.   
 
1644 Pine Street (the building being evaluated here).  This one-story building was occupied by Michelin 
Tire Company for six years, during 1913-1919. 
 
1233-1237 Van Ness Avenue.  This two-story building originally had three storefronts, two of which were 
occupied by tire companies for ten and eight years, respectively, during 1914-1924.  One storefront held the 
Tansey-Crowe Company, a local business that acted as a tires distributor for the Pennsylvania Rubber 
Company, of Pennsylvania and Wisconsin.  The other tire company in this building was a factory branch, that 
of the Federal Rubber Manufacturing Company, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
 
1430-1480 Van Ness Avenue.  Among this building’s three storefronts, tire shops were present for about ten 
years, from 1915-1924 and in 1927.  Integrity is fair. 
 
1650 Pine Street.  This small building was occupied for ten years, 1917-1927, by the Superior Tire and Repair 
Company, which sold tires and performed vulcanizing. 
 
1563-1565 Mission Street.  This large building was occupied by Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company for five 
years, during 1917-1923, perhaps as a warehouse from which to supply local tire shops. 
 


Of the above group, the best example (based on early initial dates, the size of the tire shop, longevity of 
use, and major brands sold) is 1412-1420 Van Ness.  The next best examples should probably be 
considered to be 1233-1237 Van Ness, 1301-1305 Van Ness, and 1644 Pine. 
 
The best examples of buildings in the study area that held tire shops beginning in the 1920s and 1930s 
include: 
 


1441 Bush Street.  Tire shops performed vulcanizing and retread work in this small building for almost thirty 
years, from 1922-1951. 
 
1501-1517 Mission Street.  A tire shop occupied this building from 1928 through at least 1964.  The building 
was built in two parts, one of brick (#1517, in 1927), and the other in Art Deco style, and faced in stucco 
(#1501, probably in 1930).  Gurley-Lord is known to have sold Goodyear tires in 1940. 
 
500 Turk Street.  This building has been occupied by Kahn and Keville from its construction in 1935 to the 
present.  They have always sold Goodyear tires, as well as, at times, batteries, radios, and appliances. 
 


As one can see from the two lists above, the earlier buildings, from the 1910s, were occupied by tire 
dealers for ten years or less, while buildings from the 1920s-1930s had much greater longevity of use as 
tire shops. 
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History – Context (continued) 
 
Auto repair shops 
 
Over forty extant buildings in the study area held auto repair shops during the 1910s-1960s.  Four of 
these held auto repair beginning in the 1910s, for periods of over 20 years, and have good or high 
integrity.  They qualify as the oldest good examples of auto repair shops in the study area: 


 
155 Grove Street. This is the oldest building in the study area that was built (in 1915) as an auto repair shop.  
It held auto repair shops for 23 years. 
 
731-799 Van Ness Avenue.  Auto repair use beginning in 1917, for 28 years.  This was a large multi-use 
building; it also held a public garage and an auto painting shop. 
 
1465 Pine Street. Auto repair use beginning in 1917, for at least 30 years. 
 
1644 Pine Street (the building being evaluated here).  Auto repair use beginning in 1918, for 46 years.   


 
Seven buildings held auto repair shops beginning in the 1920s, had over 30 years of such use (counting 
through the year 1964), and retain high integrity.  These are exceptional examples of this building type, 
even though they are not as old as those dating to the 1910s.  They include: 
 


300 Grove Street.  Built in 1920, it held auto repair shops for 38 years.  The brick façade is exceptional, and 
almost all of the wooden windows remain in place.  
 
650, 843, and 845 Polk Street.  All built in 1920.  These held auto repair shops for 40, 44, and 38 years, 
respectively.  These are small buildings on the scale of 1465 Pine. 
 
824 Ellis Street. Auto repair use beginning in 1920, for 35 years.  This was one of the larger and more 
architecturally distinguished auto repair shops in the study area. 
 
1765 California Street.  Auto repair use beginning in 1921, for 43 years, by Hanni and Girerd, a major firm.  
This was the largest auto repair shop in the study area. 
 
55 Oak Street.  Auto repair use beginning in 1929, for 35 years. 


 
Other auto repair shop buildings in the study area that are of interest include: 
 


1415 Van Ness Avenue.  Built in 1906 as a clothing store, it became Eugene S. Miner’s auto repair shop 
during 1910-1916.  All windows have been altered. 
 
1575-1595 Bush.  This building held multiple auto-related uses, including repair shops, upon its completion in 
1923. 


 
550 Turk Street.  Built as a garage, this building also held an auto repair shop for 21 years, beginning in 1927. 
 


(Continued next page.) 
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History – Context (continued) 


 
1540 Bush Street.  Built as a battery shop.  Eugene S. Miner’s auto repair shop was here from 1927-1941. 
 
1522-1524 Bush Street.  Built as an auto supplies store, this building held an auto repair shop for 34 years 
beginning in 1931. 
 
730 Ellis Street.  After long use as a garage, this held an auto repair shop for 29 years beginning in 1936. 


 
Buildings in the above lists are of interest for a variety of reasons (early dates of auto repair use, 
longevity of auto repair use, large capacity of the building, and notable proprietors).  It is difficult to 
rank these in overall importance. 
 
Integrity 
 
The two vehicle entrances in this building have non-original doors, as is almost universally the case in 
the study area.  The transom in the more eastern of the two bays may have replacement muntins that do 
not match the spacing of the original muntins.  Otherwise, the exterior of this building had undergone no 
known alterations.  In sum, this building retains integrity of location, design, materials, workmanship, 
setting, feeling, and association.   
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as auto-
mobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according to the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings were 
auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto painting 
shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry in San 
Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a building are 
its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in local auto 
industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to evaluations of 
buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-1964. 
 
Criterion 1 
 
Completed in 1913, this is an early example of an automobile tire shop.  With six years of such use in its 
history, it has brief longevity in this use.  This is also an early example of an auto repair shop, with 
excellent longevity of such use (1918-1964).  Although it is difficult to say that this building has 
significance solely for its use as a tire shop (due to its brief longevity of this use), it is one of the best 
examples of an auto repair shop in the study area, due to the early date of this use, its longevity in this 
use, and its high integrity.  Only four buildings in the study area had an earlier use as an auto repair 
shop, and none of those had such use for nearly as long as this one did. 
 


(Continued next page.) 
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History – Evaluation (continued) 
 
For these reasons, the building appears to be eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources 
under Criterion 1, at the local level, for its overall auto-related uses as a tire shop and auto repair shop.  
The Period of Significance under this criterion is 1913-1964, the years the building had this use. 
 
Criterion 2 
 
None of the proprietors of businesses in this building is known to have been individually important in 
his field.  Accordingly, this building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register under 
Criterion 2. 
 
Criterion 3 
 
Architecturally, this building is attractive due to the fine detailing of its cornices and pilasters, and the 
generally pleasing proportions.  It perhaps falls slightly below the level of distinction that is needed to 
find it individually eligible for the California Register under Criterion 3. 
 
Potential historic district 
 
This building also appears to be a contributor to a potential California Register historic district.  This 
district includes the five adjacent buildings at 1644, 1650, 1656, 1660, and 1670 Pine Street, all of which 
were built in the 1910s; all of which were originally occupied by automobile-related businesses; and 
four of which were designed in the Classical Revival style and have good to high integrity. 
 
This district appears to be eligible for the California Register under criteria 1 and 3; and 1644 Pine 
appears to be a contributor under each of these criteria.  Under Criterion 1: Auto-related buildings that 
date to the 1910s and retain good integrity have become somewhat scarce, and nowhere else in the study 
area can one find more than two intact auto-related buildings from this decade in a row. This row of five 
is quite remarkable for their early date and high integrity, and evokes the early history of the automobile 
industry in San Francisco as no other group of buildings can.  The Period of Significance under this 
criterion is 1917-1933, the years that all of these buildings had automobile-related uses at the same time.  
Under Criterion 3:  Four of these five buildings (including 1644 Pine) possess fine details or ornament in 
the Classical Revival style, and were clearly designed with care.  The Period of Significance under this 
criterion is 1912-1917, the years they were designed and built.  Please see the District Record form for 
1644-1670 Pine Street for a fuller discussion of this potential historic district. 
 
Character defining features 
 
The character defining features of this building are its height and width, its stucco surface, the profiled 
cornices and modillions, the courses of egg-and-dart and dentils, the blank frieze, the transom windows 
and transom bars, the paneled pilasters, and the glazed storefront. 
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Page   1    of   8      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1670 Pine Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):      Knoph and Dunbar auto showroom   
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
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*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ___HP6 – two-story commercial building; HP8 –  industrial building_________                    ___ 


This brick masonry building fills its 40’ by 137’-6” lot.  The façade is clad in white-colored brick, 
and its composition is divided by piers into three bays of equal width.  At the top of the building a 
low parapet is capped by a course of cast stone or concrete and rises after a single step to a gabled 
peak.  A plaster shield with swags decorates the center of the parapet area.  Immediately below the 
parapet a profiled cornice with a paneled soffit stretched across the façade.  It is supported by four 
pairs of curved brackets, a pair being located at the top of each pier.  Bands of classical ornament can 
be found in the frieze area beneath the cornice. 
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Description (continued): 
 
Second story windows are rectangular and have replacement metal sash within original wooden frames.  
A sill of cast stone or concrete forms the base of each of these windows.  At the second floor level is a 
secondary cornice, also profiled.  In the first story, tall arched windows fill the outer bays, and a 
rectangular entrance opening of equal height fills the middle bay.  The arched windows are framed by 
two concentric courses of bricks, with a course of headers slightly recessed within a course of stretchers.  
These courses are decorated, and interrupted, by scroll keys that meet and lend visual support to the 
cornice above. 
 
Within the arched windows, spandrels can be found at what appears to be a mezzanine level, and 
mullions divide the glazing above into several lights each.  These spandrels and mullions appear to be 
original, but a closer examination is needed to confirm this.  The window area below is boarded up.  In 
the center bay, the entrance is completely altered with new doors and framing. 


 
This building is one in a row of five one and two-story buildings at 1644-1670 Pine Street, all of which 
date to the 1910s and have histories related to the automobile industry.  Collectively, these buildings 
have a frontage on Pine of 204 feet. 
 
 


 


 
 


Detail of parapet, cornice, brackets, and frieze ornament.  The windows have replacement metal sash set 
within original wooden frames. 
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Detail of arched window in first story 
 
 


 
 


The row of five buildings at 1644-1670 Pine Street
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 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)     1670 Pine Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Knoph and Dunbar auto showroom  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:    auto showroom       B4.  Present Use:  vacant  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1917.  Second story window sash and entrance altered at an unknown date. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
B9a. Architects:   Heiman and Schwartz  b. Builder:  O. W. Britt  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance 1917-1940, 1951-1964 Property Type auto showroom & repair shop Applicable Criteria 1, 3 
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History – Construction and architects 
 


This building was built in 1917 as an investment for owner L. A. Myers, a somewhat prominent real estate 
developer of the period.  The architects were Samuel Heiman and Mel I. Schwartz, who were working in 
partnership as Heiman and Schwartz.  These architects also designed two other buildings for L. A. Myers on this 
same block in the same year, at 1650 and 1660 Pine Street. 
 
After apprenticeships, the two formed a partnership that lasted from 1914-1919.  Together they designed small 
commercial buildings such as these three on Pine Street and Mediterranean-styled houses in Forest Hill and St. 
Francis Wood.  After 1919 they each worked independently, Heiman into the 1940s and Schwartz to 1930.  
Heiman had the more prominent career, designing many commercial and industrial buildings, some of which 
were large; institutional buildings; fine residences; apartment buildings; and the Health Department building at 
101 Grove Street (1930-1931).  Schwartz designed little on his own, but two of his houses are exceptional.  
They are an English Renaissance house at 2112 Lake (1929) and a more ornate Baroque house at 2151 
Sacramento (1921), built for Dr. Albert Abrams.  It is one of the finest small houses in the city. 


B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Building permit #75773 (March 30, 1917) (Sketch map with north arrow required) 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1918-1964 
Display ads for Knoph and Dunbar in SF Chronicle, 1917-1922, 


found via ProQuest website (through SFPL’s website) 
1936 Sanborn insurance map (auto service) 
1951 Sanborn insurance map (store) 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  February 2010  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History -- Occupants 
 
This building was occupied by several automobile-related businesses for most years from the time of its 
completion through at least 1964.  These businesses included an auto showroom, two auto repair shops, 
a tires shop, and a wheel alignment shop. 
 
Knoph and Dunbar, Ford dealers 
 
The first occupants, Harry T. Knoph and William G. Dunbar, sold Ford automobiles here from 1917 
through 1921.  In 1922, perhaps due to the recession of the early 1920s, Knoph dropped out of the 
partnership and Dunbar continued to sell Ford on his own through at least June of that year, before 
quitting the business.  During these five years Knoph and Dunbar was one of from twelve to fifteen Ford 
dealerships in San Francisco at any one time.  The San Francisco Chronicle explained in an article 
(“Ford Agents in City Win Way on Merit Alone,” March 4, 1917, p. 50) that, unlike other auto 
manufacturers, who usually appointed one distributor for the entire city, Ford had an independent 
dealership in each district of the city.  William L. Hughson, the city’s first and largest Ford dealer, had 
the dealership for upper Van Ness Avenue (at #1101; demolished), Smith and Kaiser sold Fords on 
lower Van Ness (at #214; altered), Flynn and Collins sold Ford on Golden Gate Avenue (demolished), 
and other Ford dealers were located on Valencia Street, downtown, in the outer Mission, and so forth. 
 
In early 1917, Knoph and Dunbar, then a brand new dealership, sold Fords from 1028 Geary (extant), 
which besides being a small storefront had the disadvantage of being less than a block from William L. 
Hughson’s large Kissel Kar and Ford showroom.  After only a few months there they elected to move to 
larger quarters, and it seems likely they contracted with L. A. Myers to occupy his new building at 1670 
Pine before its construction even began.  In retrospect, this does not seem like a very good location for 
an auto dealership, since it was surrounded by auto repair shops, tire shops, a garage, and other auto 
support businesses, and nearly a block from other auto showrooms on Van Ness.  However, the fact that 
Knoph and Dunbar survived here for five years denotes a certain success, and it seems this dealership 
carved out a niche for itself. 
 
Subsequent occupants 
 
After Knoph and Dunbar left, the following auto repair and related shops occupied this building: 
 


1924:  According to a building permit, an auto tops factory occupied this building in that year.  The name of 
this business is unknown. 
 
1925-1927:  Fred Kahn and Son, auto repair 
 
1929-1930:  Dayton Rubber Company.  Presumably this firm sold automobile tires. 
 
1934-1940:  Fred Lewertoff, auto repair 
 
1941-1950:  The occupants of this building are unknown for these years. 
 
1951-1964:  Superior Frame and Wheel Aligning Service 


(Continued next page.) 
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History -- Occupants 
 
In sum, this building was occupied by a Ford dealership for five years, general auto repair shops for ten 
years, an auto tops factory for up to one year, a tires shop for one or two years, and a wheel alignment 
shop for fourteen years, for a total of about 31 years of known auto-related use (through 1964, the end 
year of the period being studied). 
 
History – Context – Surviving Ford showrooms in the study area 
 
Many buildings in the study area have held Ford dealerships from 1903 through 1964.  The great 
majority of them have been extensively altered or demolished.  Those that survive with at least fair 
integrity include (in chronological order):  
 


550-590 Van Ness Avenue.  Under the name Standard Motor Car Co., William L. Hughson sold Ford autos 
here from 1909-1913.  Later, during 1925-1928, Flynn and Collins sold Fords here also.  Thus, Ford was sold 
here for a total of eight years.  All of this building’s window sash has been altered, but it is otherwise intact. 
 
1670 Pine Street (the building being evaluated here).  Knoph and Dunbar sold Ford here during 1917-
1922. 
 
950 Van Ness Avenue.  Cecil Whitebone’ Midtown Motors sold Ford here from 1940 into the 1970s.  This 
building’s window and door sash have been altered. 
 
1270 Bush Street/1200 Larkin Street.  This building was occupied by William L. Hughson’s Ford business 
from 1943 to his death in 1967.  Its main use was as his office and service shop, but he also sold autos here 
during 1943-1945 and some later years.  This building has high integrity. 
 
1400 Van Ness Avenue.  William L. Hughson sold Ford autos here from 1945 until his death in 1967.  This 
building has high integrity. 


 
The most significant of these are the three that were occupied by William L. Hughson, the most 
important Ford dealer in San Francisco’s history.  1670 Pine is of much lesser importance, but it is the 
only building still standing in the study area where Fords were sold during the late 1910s and early 
1920s. 
 
Integrity 
 
This building is largely intact.  In the second story, windows have replacement metal sash within 
original wooden frames.  In the first story, the spandrels and the mullions in the upper part of the 
windows are of uncertain date; they seem compatible, however, with this building’s date of construction.  
The first story vehicle entrance has been altered within the original opening.  The rest of this building’s 
façade, including its ornamental scheme, remains in place.  In sum, this building retains integrity of 
location, design, workmanship, setting, and association, while integrity of materials and feeling are 
slightly diminished. 
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Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as auto-
mobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according to the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings were 
auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto painting 
shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry in San 
Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a building are 
its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in local auto 
industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to evaluations of 
buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-1964. 
 
Completed in 1917, this is an early example of an automobile-related building showroom.  It has brief 
longevity as an automobile showroom (five years), moderate longevity as a general auto repair shop (ten 
years), and excellent longevity of overall auto-related use (31 years).  In addition, this is the last 
surviving auto showroom in the study area where Ford autos were sold during the late 1910s and early 
1920s.  Although there are much better examples of auto showrooms and also of general auto repair 
shops in the study area, this building’s early date of construction, excellent longevity, and good integrity 
help it to illustrate important aspects of the early auto industry in San Francisco.  For these reasons, the 
building appears to be eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources under Criterion 1, at 
the local level, for its overall auto-related use.  The Period of Significance under this criterion is 1917-
1940 and 1951-1964, the years the building had such use. 
 
None of the proprietors of businesses in this building is known to have been individually important in 
his field.  Accordingly, this building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register under 
Criterion 2. 
 
Architecturally, this building is notable for its textured façade, the conception of its parapet and cornice 
area, and its large, arched first story windows with scroll keys.  It is also a fine example of the work of 
Samuel Heiman, an architect of some importance in San Francisco’s history.  This building accordingly 
appears to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 3. The Period of Significance under this 
criterion is 1917, the year of construction. 
 
Potential historic district 
 
This building also appears to be a contributor to a potential California Register historic district, under 
both Criterion 1 (for their early automobile-related history) and Criterion 3 (for their design), at the local 
level.  This district includes the five adjacent buildings at 1644, 1650, 1656, 1660, and 1670 Pine Street, 
all of which were built in the 1910s; all of which were originally occupied by automobile-related 
businesses; and four of which were designed in the Classical Revival style and have good to high 
integrity. 
 


(Continued next page.) 
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Evaluation (continued) 
 
This district appears to be eligible for the California Register under criteria 1 and 3; and 1670 Pine 
appears to be a contributor under each of these criteria.  Under Criterion 1: Auto-related buildings that 
date to the 1910s and retain good integrity have become somewhat scarce, and nowhere else in the study 
area can one find more than two intact auto-related buildings from this decade in a row. This row of five 
is quite remarkable for their early date and high integrity, and evokes the early history of the automobile 
industry in San Francisco as no other group of buildings can.  The Period of Significance under this 
criterion is 1917-1933, the years that all of these buildings had automobile-related uses at the same time.  
Under Criterion 3:  Four of these five buildings (including 1670 Pine) possess fine details or ornament in 
the Classical Revival style, and were clearly designed with care.  The Period of Significance under this 
criterion is 1912-1917, the years they were designed and built.  Please see the District Record form for 
1644-1670 Pine Street for a fuller discussion of this potential historic district. 
 
Character defining features 
 
The character defining features of this building are its height and width, the white brick façade, the 
stepped and gabled parapet with its cap of concrete or cast stone, the plaster shield-and-swag ornament 
in the parapet, the profiled cornice with supporting brackets, the band of ornament beneath this cornice, 
the rectangular windows in the second story with their sills and wooden frames, the secondary cornice at 
the second floor level, the arched window openings in the first story with their brick surrounds and scroll 
keys, and the shape of the central entrance opening.  If the spandrels and mullions in the upper part of 
the first story windows should prove, upon further examination, to be original, then they should count as 
character-defining features as well.  The replacement sash in the second story windows are not 
contributing features to this building. 
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Page   1    of   8      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1650 Pine Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):     Superior Tire and Repair Company shop   
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
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*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ___ HP8 –  industrial building_________                    _________  


This one-story, brick masonry building fills its 27’ by 137’-6” lot.  The façade is faced in red brick, 
and is divided into two bays of unequal width.  A profiled cornice topped by a row of anthemions is 
located a couple of feet below the parapet and gives the building its Classical Revival style.  Below 
the cornice is a blank frieze, and below the frieze a profiled belt course stretches across the façade. 
 
The narrower bay, at right, is devoted to a vehicle entrance that is closed by paired wooden doors.  
These doors are plain and are probably not original.  The bay at left was once devoted to a storefront 
window that is now boarded up.  Above these two openings are transom windows divided by 
wooden muntins into rectangular lights; these are held in place by profiled wooden casings and 
wooden transom bars.  The condition of the building is poor; the bulkhead below the storefront 
window is decayed, revealing wooden framing. 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 2.) 
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Description (continued): 
 
This building is one in a row of five one and two-story buildings at 1644-1670 Pine Street, all of which 
date to the 1910s and have histories related to the automobile industry.  Collectively, these buildings 
have a frontage on Pine of 204 feet. 


 
 


 
 


Five buildings at 1644-1670 Pine Street, all of which have automobile-related histories. 
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 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)     1650 Pine Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Superior Tire and Repair Company shop  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:    tires shop       B4.  Present Use:  vacant  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1917.  Storefront window and vehicle entrance openings altered at an unknown date. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
B9a. Architects:   Heiman and Schwartz  b. Builder:  O. W. Britt  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance    1917-1927  Property Type  tires and auto repair shop   Applicable Criteria      1, 3  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History – Construction and architects 
 


This building was built in 1917 as an investment for owner L. A. Myers, a somewhat prominent real estate 
developer of the period.  The architects were Samuel Heiman and Mel I. Schwartz, who were working in 
partnership as Heiman and Schwartz.  These architects also designed two other (larger) buildings for L. A. 
Myers on this same block in the same year, at 1660 and 1670 Pine Street. 
 
After apprenticeships, the two formed a partnership that lasted from 1914-1919.  Together they designed small 
commercial buildings such as these three on Pine Street and Mediterranean-styled houses in Forest Hill and St. 
Francis Wood.  After 1919 they each worked independently, Heiman into the 1940s and Schwartz to 1930.  
Heiman had the more prominent career, designing many commercial and industrial buildings, some of which 
were large; institutional buildings; fine residences; apartment buildings; and the Health Department building at 
101 Grove Street (1930-1931).  Schwartz designed little on his own, but two of his houses are exceptional.  
They are an English Renaissance house at 2112 Lake (1929) and a more ornate Baroque house at 2151 
Sacramento (1921), built for Dr. Albert Abrams.  It is one of the finest small houses in the city. 


B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Building permit #76595 (May 21, 1917; filed under “1648 Pine”) (Sketch map with north arrow required) 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1918-1964 
1936 and 1951 Sanborn insurance maps 
Display ads for Superior Tire in the SF Chronicle, 1919-1922 (found 


via the ProQuest website, through SFPL’s website). 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  January 2010  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History -- Occupants 
 
This building was occupied from 1917 through 1942 by automobile-related shops, most importantly a 
tire shop and an auto repair shop.  The first was the Superior Tire and Repair Company, which occupied 
this building for ten years, during 1917-1927.  This business sold several brands of tires, including 
Goodrich and Silvertown (in 1919), Firestone (1920), Interlocking Cord (1920), and Goodyear (1922), 
and performed vulcanizing here.  In 1927 Superior moved two doors west to a larger building at 1660 
Pine. 
 
In 1927, most likely after Superior Tire moved out, this building was occupied by Palace Auto 
Maintenance (aka Pine Auto Laundry), which performed “auto laundry” (car wash), oiling, and greasing 
service.  It may have remained here to 1928. 
 
The last auto-related business in this building was the auto repair shop of Ed Bollinger, who was here 
for fourteen years, from 1929 to 1942.  Combined, these three businesses were here for 25 years. 
 
A search by address of several subsequent directories (in 1946, 1953, 1959, and 1964) failed to turn up 
an occupant of any business type during these years.  The building may have been vacant during these 
years, or it may have been used as a warehouse for storage by a business at a different location. 
 
History – Context  
 
Tire shops in the study area 
 
For purposes of comparison, the more notable surviving buildings in the study area that held tire shops 
are listed below.  This list excludes buildings that have largely lost integrity and auto showrooms whose 
dealers also sold tires.  Except as noted, all retain good to high integrity. 
 
Seven surviving buildings in the study area held tire stores beginning in the 1910s. They include: 
 


1301-1305 Van Ness Avenue.  This was Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company’s factory branch for five years, 
from 1912-1917.  Goodyear occupied about three quarters of this large building, which became devoted to 
auto showroom use after 1917.  


 
1412-1420 Van Ness Avenue.  This was Firestone’s factory branch for ten years, 1913-1923.  Firestone 
occupied half of this two-story-plus-basement building, the rest of which was occupied by an auto showroom.   
 
1644 Pine Street.  This one-story building was occupied by Michelin Tire Company for six years, 1913-1919. 
 
1233-1237 Van Ness Avenue.  This two-story building originally had three storefronts, two of which were 
occupied by tire companies for ten and eight years, respectively, during 1914-1924.  One storefront held the 
Tansey-Crowe Company, a local business that acted as a tires distributor for the Pennsylvania Rubber 
Company, of Pennsylvania and Wisconsin.  The other tire company in this building was a factory branch, that 
of the Federal Rubber Manufacturing Company, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 


(Continued next page.) 
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History -- Context (continued) 


 
1430-1480 Van Ness Avenue.  Among this building’s three storefronts, tire shops were present for about ten 
years, from 1915-1924 and in 1927.  Integrity is fair. 
 
1650 Pine Street (the building being evaluated here).  This small building was occupied for ten years, 
1917-1927, by the Superior Tire and Repair Company, which sold tires and performed vulcanizing. 
 
1563-1565 Mission Street.  This large building was occupied by Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company for five 
years, during 1917-1923, perhaps as a warehouse from which to supply local tire shops. 
 


Of the above group, the best example (based on early initial dates, the size of the tire shop, longevity of 
use, and major brands sold) is 1412-1420 Van Ness.  The next best examples should probably be 
considered to be 1233-1237 Van Ness, 1301-1305 Van Ness, and 1644 Pine. 
 
The best examples of buildings in the study area that held tire shops beginning in the 1920s and 1930s 
include: 
 


1441 Bush Street.  Tire shops performed vulcanizing and retread work in this small building for almost thirty 
years, from 1922-1951. 
 
1501-1517 Mission Street.  A tire shop occupied this building from 1928 through at least 1964.  The building 
was built in two parts, one of brick (#1517, in 1927), and the other in Art Deco style, and faced in stucco 
(#1501, probably in 1930).  Gurley-Lord is known to have sold Goodyear tires in 1940. 
 
500 Turk Street.  This building has been occupied by Kahn and Keville from its construction in 1935 to the 
present.  They have always sold Goodyear tires, as well as, at times, batteries, radios, and appliances. 
 


As one can see from the lists above, the earlier buildings, from the 1910s, were occupied by tire dealers 
for ten years or less, while buildings from the 1920s-1930s had much greater longevity of such use.  
 
Auto repair shops 
 
Over forty extant buildings in the study area held auto repair shops during the 1910s-1960s.  Four of 
these held auto repair beginning in the 1910s, for periods of over 20 years, and have good or high 
integrity.  They qualify as the oldest good examples of auto repair shops in the study area: 


 
155 Grove Street. This is the oldest building in the study area that was built (in 1915) as an auto repair shop.  
it held auto repair shops for 23 years. 
 
731-799 Van Ness Avenue.  Auto repair use beginning in 1917, for 28 years.  This was a large multi-use 
building; it also held a public garage and an auto painting shop. 
 
1465 Pine Street. Auto repair use beginning in 1917, for at least 30 years. 
 
1644 Pine Street.  Auto repair use beginning in 1918, for 46 years.   


(Continued next page.) 
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History – Context (continued) 
 
Seven buildings held auto repair shops beginning in the 1920s, had over 30 years of such use (counting 
through the year 1964), and retain high integrity.  These are exceptional examples of this building type, 
even though they are not as old as those dating to the 1910s.  They include: 
 


300 Grove Street.  Built in 1920, it held auto repair shops for 38 years.  The brick façade is exceptional, and 
almost all of the wooden windows remain in place.  
 
650, 843, and 845 Polk Street.  All built in 1920.  These held auto repair shops for 40, 44, and 38 years, 
respectively.  These are small buildings on the scale of 1465 Pine. 
 
824 Ellis Street. Auto repair use beginning in 1920, for 35 years.  This was one of the larger and more 
architecturally distinguished auto repair shops in the study area. 
 
1765 California Street.  Auto repair use beginning in 1921, for 43 years, by Hanni and Girerd, a major firm.  
This was the largest auto repair shop in the study area. 
 
55 Oak Street.  Auto repair use beginning in 1929, for 35 years. 


 
Other auto repair shop buildings in the study area that are of interest include: 
 


1415 Van Ness Avenue.  Built in 1906 as a clothing store, it became Eugene S. Miner’s auto repair shop 
during 1910-1916.  All windows have been altered. 
 
1575-1595 Bush.  This building held multiple auto uses, including repair shops, upon its completion in 1923. 


 
550 Turk Street.  Built as a garage, this building also held an auto repair shop for 21 years, beginning in 1927. 
 
1540 Bush Street.  Built as a battery shop.  Eugene S. Miner’s auto repair shop was here from 1927-1941. 
 
1522-1524 Bush Street.  Built as an auto supplies store, this building held an auto repair shop for 34 years 
beginning in 1931. 
 
730 Ellis Street.  After long use as a garage, this held an auto repair shop for 29 years beginning in 1936. 


 
Buildings in the above lists are of interest for a variety of reasons (early dates of auto repair use, 
longevity of auto repair use, large capacity of the building, and notable proprietors). 
 
Integrity 
 
The main alteration to the façade of this building is the replacement of the original vehicle entrance 
doors, which has been a near-universal occurrence among auto buildings within the study area.  The 
storefront window is boarded up within its original frame, and the storefront bulkhead has deteriorated.  
Ornament and transom windows survive intact.  Overall, this building retains integrity of location, 
design, materials, workmanship, setting, feeling, and association.   
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Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as auto-
mobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according to the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings were 
auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto painting 
shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry in San 
Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a building are 
its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in local auto 
industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to evaluations of 
buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-1964. 
 
As outlined below, this building does not appear to be individually eligible for the California Register.  
It does, however, appear to be a contributor to a potential California Register Historic District under 
Criterion 1. 
 
Criterion 1 
 
Completed in 1917, this is an early example of a tire shop.  With ten years of such use in its history, it 
has moderate longevity in this use.  This building was also an auto repair shop for fourteen years (for 
moderate longevity), from 1929-1942.  This is a small building, only 27 feet in width, and its capacity as 
a tire shop was thus modest compared to some much larger ones. 
 
Other early tire shops in the study area were much larger than this one was, most prominently 1412-
1420 Van Ness and 1301-1305 Van Ness, but also including the building next door at 1644 Pine.   Tire 
shops also rank fairly low in the hierarchy of auto-related uses in the study area of this report (beneath 
auto showrooms, garages, multi-use buildings, and auto repair shops).  It seems difficult to say that this 
building is eligible for the California Register solely for its early use as a tires shop.  Regarding its use 
as an auto repair shop, there are many much better (earlier, larger, and with greater longevity) examples 
in the study area.  This building is clearly not eligible for the California Register solely for its use as an 
auto repair shop. 
 
This building had 25 years of combined auto-related use (for good longevity) beginning at an early date.  
Other buildings with these qualities would be eligible for the California Register.  Given that this is such 
a small building, however, whose initial use is fairly low in this study’s hierarchy of auto-related uses, it 
is difficult to say that this building is individually eligible for the California Register for its overall auto-
related uses. 
 
Criterion 2 
 
None of the proprietors of businesses in this building is known to have been individually important in 
his field.  Accordingly, this building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register under 
Criterion 2. 


(Continued next page.) 
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Evaluation (continued) 
 
Criterion 3 
 
Architecturally, this building is quite modest.  Two much better buildings by the same architects can be 
found a few doors to the west, at 1660 and 1670 Pine.  Thus, this building does not appear to be 
individually eligible for the California Register under Criterion 3.  
 
Potential historic district 
 
This building also appears to be a contributor to a potential California Register historic district, under 
both Criterion 1 (for their early automobile-related history) and Criterion 3 (for their design), at the local 
level.  This district includes the five adjacent buildings at 1644, 1650, 1656, 1660, and 1670 Pine Street, 
all of which were built in the 1910s; all of which were originally occupied by automobile-related 
businesses; and four of which were designed in the Classical Revival style and have good to high 
integrity. 
 
This district appears to be eligible for the California Register under criteria 1 and 3; and 1650 Pine 
appears to be a contributor under each of these criteria.  Under Criterion 1: Auto-related buildings that 
date to the 1910s and retain good integrity have become somewhat scarce, and nowhere else in the study 
area can one find more than two intact auto-related buildings from this decade in a row. This row of five 
is quite remarkable for their early date and high integrity, and evokes the early history of the automobile 
industry in San Francisco as no other group of buildings can.  The Period of Significance under this 
criterion is 1917-1933, the years that all of these buildings had automobile-related uses at the same time.  
Under Criterion 3:  Four of these five buildings (including 1650 Pine) possess fine details or ornament in 
the Classical Revival style, and were clearly designed with care.  The Period of Significance under this 
criterion is 1912-1917, the years they were designed and built.  Please see the District Record form for 
1644-1670 Pine Street for a fuller discussion of this potential historic district. 
 
Character defining features 
 
The character defining features of this building are its height and width, the red brick walls, the cornice 
and belt course, the transom windows with their wooden muntins and frames, and the storefront window 
and vehicle entrance openings.  The replacement vehicle doors and the boards that fill the window 
opening are not contributing elements to this building. 
 
 








State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 Other Listings       
 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   6      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1461 Pine Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):       Pine Garage          
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address     1461 Pine Street      City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN              *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 668, lot 13 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ___ HP8 –  industrial building_________                    _________  


This one-story brick garage fills its lot, which measures 50’ in width along Pine Street and has a 
depth of 120’.  Most of the brick façade has been sandblasted.  By contrast, the parapet area of 
clinker brick may not have been sandblasted.  In composition, the façade is divided into three bays.  
The middle bay is devoted to a vehicle entrance, while the two outer bays are mostly filled by large 
windows.  These windows have replacement metal sash.  The parapet takes the form of a stepped 
gable and is capped by two courses of red face brick, one of headers and one of stretchers.  Below 
the parapet are layered, or corbelled, courses of brick whose depth or relief seems to have been 
lessened by sandblasting.  A wooden or plywood board, probably intended for signage, stretches 
across the entire width of the frieze area, beneath this corbelling and just above the openings.  Brick 
ornament of slight relief tops the piers that define the bays.  A low bulkhead forms the base of this 
composition. 


 
*P4.  Resources Present:            Building   Structure   Object   Site   District   Element of District    Other 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 


 
 


(View, date, accession #) 
View looking south  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1911; building permit  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
PINE/POLK LLC  
1608 IRVING ST 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94122  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  January 2010  
 *P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  
P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite 
survey report.)     William Kostura.  
Van Ness Auto Row Support 
Structures.  San Francisco 


Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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Photo of 1461 Pine Street taken in 1976.  From the Department of City Planning’s 1976 survey of 
historic buildings.  At this time the building was essentially unaltered.  The brick façade had been 
painted but had not yet been sandblasted.  Clearly visible are the courses of layered or corbelled brick at 
the base of the parapet.  These courses are not so easily visible today, perhaps due to sandblasting.  
Brick ornament in relief caps each of the four piers.  That ornament is also still present, but is not as 
easily visible today as it was in 1976.  Each window in this photo possesses a transom bar, with divided 
lights above.  Presently these windows have replacement metal sash.  The flagpole shown here has been 
removed. 
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Page   3    of   6      *NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 1461 Pine Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Pine Garage  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:    public garage       B4.  Present Use:  public garage  
*B5. Architectural Style:  slight reference to Mission Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1911.  Façade sandblasted and window sash replaced at an unknown date (after 1976). 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
B9a. Architect:   unknown or none  b. Builder:  Louis Heilman  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance    n/a  Property Type    public garage  Applicable Criteria   n/a  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History -- Introduction 
 


This building was built in 1911 as an investment for Mrs. California Newton, whose identity is 
otherwise unknown.  From the time of completion until 1941 (save for one or two years) this building 
was used as a public garage known as the Pine Garage.  For some of these years the building also held 
an auto repair shop, and that use predominated during the 1940s-1950s. Today the building has 
returned to its original use of a public garage. 
 
Although this is one of the two oldest garages in the study area of this report, it underwent sandblasting 
and replacement of window sash after 1976 and has thus suffered a substantial loss of integrity.  This 
issue is mentioned in more detail in the Description on page 1, the photo caption on page 2, and in the 
Integrity section below. 


B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Building permit #33556 (January 9, 1911) (Sketch map with north arrow required) 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1912-1964 
1913 Sanborn insurance map (1461 Pine, one-story brick garage) 
1929 insurance map (garage, truss roof, capacity = 35 cars) 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  January 2010  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History -- Occupants 
 
The uses and occupants of this building have been identified through the year 1959.  For almost every 
year through 1941 this building was a public garage known as the Pine Garage.  It had a modest capacity 
of 35 cars, according to an early Sanborn insurance map.  The turnover in this garage’s proprietors was 
rapid during the 1920s.  For some of those years the building also held an auto repair shop. 
 
The predominant use of this building during 1943-1959 was as an auto repair shop.  During several of 
those years the building also held a taxicab garage, and for a few years it also held an auto radio repair 
service.  The list of all known occupants follows: 
 


Pine Garage, a public garage 
1911-1919:  The proprietors of this garage are unknown for these years. 
1920:  A. J. Granberg 
1921-1922:  Theo Wilkens and G. W. Kelly 
1923:  Earl J. Mock 
1924:  William P. Manuell and Earl J. Mock 
1927:  Clifton V. Rather 
1928-1930:  Clarence W. Bormuth 
1931-1941:  Louis J. Hajnal 
 
Auto repair 
1921:  Robert Henderson 
1926:  H. J. Gardner and Clarence W. Bormuth 
1927-1931:  George F. Madden 
1932:  Bill Bath 
1943-1948:  Charles M. Wells, Wells Auto Repair 
1953-1959+:  Borman Auto Bed 
 
Taxicab garage 
1946-1951+:  Luxor Cab Co. 
 
Auto radio repair 
1957-1959+:  Radio Service Co. 


 
In sum, this building had 29 years of use as a public garage and 21 years of use as an auto repair shop.  
The total number of years of auto-related use from 1911 to 1959 was at least 43 years.  (The years of 
taxicab and auto radio uses are not counted, as they seem peripheral or minor as auto industry uses.) 
 
History – Context 
 
Public garages in the study area 
 
Within the study area of this report, nineteen public garage buildings still stand that have at least fair 
integrity.  Eight of them were built and had such use before the 1920s and qualify as the oldest garages  
 


(Continued next page.) 
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History – Context (continued) 
 
in the study area.  For purposes of comparison with 1461 Pine, they are listed here, in order of 
construction date, and with the number of years of garage use it had through 1964: 
 


The Alaska Garage, 1349 Larkin Street.  Built 1909-1910.  Years of public garage use:  14 (beginning in 
1913).  During most of its years of garage use it was joined with its next-door neighbor at 1335 Larkin as a 
single garage.  Its integrity is high. 
 
The Pine Garage, 1461 Pine Street.  (The building being evaluated here.)  Built 1911. Years of public 
garage use:  28.  Its integrity has been harmed by the sandblasting of its brick façade and the 
installation of modern metal windows. 
 
Graystone Garage, 1335 Larkin Street.  Built 1913-1914. Years of public garage use: 27.  Integrity is high. 
 
The Jackson Garage, 1641 Jackson Street.  Built 1914. Years of public garage use:  31.  Integrity is high. 
 
Clay Street Garage, 1745 Clay Street.  Built 1914. Years of public garage use:  33.  Its windows have been 
altered, but otherwise integrity is high. 
 
Marine View Garage, 2020 Van Ness Avenue.  Built 1914. Years of public garage use:  22.  Its initial use as a 
garage was brief (1914-1915); its main garage use was during 1922-1942.  Integrity is high. 
 
Inverness Garage #2, 1267 Bush Street.  Built 1917-1918. Years of public garage use:  27.  Integrity is high.   
 
Patrick J. Kelly garage, 731-799 Van Ness Avenue.  Built 1916-1917. Years of public garage use:  24 
(beginning in 1919).  Its integrity is high. 


 
Besides these, four other public garages from the 1900s and 1910s still stand in the study area but have 
been heavily altered.  At least ten others from the 1900s and 1910s that once stood in the study area have 
been demolished. 
 
Outside of the study area, only six other San Francisco public garages from the 1910s, all with good or 
high integrity, are known of.  They include 64 Golden Gate Avenue (1910), 618-634 Stanyan (1911), 
1419 Pacific Avenue (1914), 1776 Green (1914), 2405 Bush (1916), and 651-675 Post (1918).  It is 
probable that a few others may be identified. 
 
As can be seen from the above, 1461 Pine is the second oldest garage building in the study area, and is 
the building that has the earliest use as a public garage.  (The oldest garage, 1349 Larkin, was a private 
garage for its first few years.)  Outside of the study area, only two other garage buildings are known that 
are as old as 1461 Pine. 
 
However, seven other garages of the 1910s in the study area, and at least six other garages of the 1910s 
elsewhere in San Francisco, have much better integrity than 1461 Pine does. 
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Integrity 
 
This building retains integrity of location and setting.  Due to the sandblasting of most of its brick façade 
and the replacement of its original window sash, integrity of design and association are diminished, 
while integrity of materials, workmanship, and feeling are all but lost.   
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as auto-
mobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according to the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings were 
auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto painting 
shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry in San 
Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a building are 
its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in local auto 
industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to evaluations of 
buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-1964. 
 
Completed in 1911, this is one of the two earliest examples of a public garage in the study area.  With 29 
years of such use in its history, it has good longevity in this use.  The building has excellent longevity 
for all of its auto-related uses (43 years).  However, its integrity is generally poor.  Enough other public 
garage buildings of the 1910s survive in the study area with high integrity that, on balance, this building 
does not appear to be eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources under criteria 1, 2, or 3. 
 
 








State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  3CD  
 Other Listings       
 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   6      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1656 Pine Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):     Borman and Dahneke auto repair, tops, and trimmings shop   
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address      1656 Pine Street     City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN              *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 647, lot 9 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


 


This one-story brick masonry building fills its 27’ by 137’-6” lot.  The façade is expressed in red 
brick and in composition forms a single bay or pavilion.  The top of the building features a low 
stepped parapet crowned with a course of slightly projecting header bricks.  Below, in the frieze 
area, a recessed panel of brick stretches across most of the façade.  A simple brick cornice of two 
courses separates the parapet and frieze area from the storefront zone below. 
 
The storefront opening, like the panel above, also stretches across most of the façade.  Within this 
opening is a central pedestrian entrance with paired wooden doors flanked by storefront windows, 
each with a paneled wooden base.  These windows and entrance are spanned by a transom window.  
A protective grille covers the windows and entrance. 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ___ HP8 –  industrial building_________                    _________  
 


*P4.  Resources Present:           
 Building   Structure   Object  
 Site   District   Element of 


District    Other 


 
 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 
(View, date, accession #) 
View looking north  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1917; building permit  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
PINE & FRANKLIN-CA LLC  
P.O.BOX 4900 
SCOTTSDALE AZ  85261  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  February 2010  
*P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  


P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite survey report.)     William Kostura.  Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures.  San Francisco 
Department of City Planning, 2009.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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Description (continued): 
 
This building is one in a row of five one and two-story buildings at 1644-1670 Pine Street, all of which 
date to the 1910s and have histories related to the automobile industry.  Collectively, these buildings 
have a frontage on Pine of 204 feet. 
 


 
 


 
 


Five buildings at 1644-1670 Pine Street, all of which have automobile-related histories. 
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 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 1656 Pine Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Borman and Dahneke auto repair, tops, and trimmings shop  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:    auto repair       B4.  Present Use:  vacant  
*B5. Architectural Style:  early 20th century industrial  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1917.  The interior zone (windows and entrance) may have been altered in the 1930s. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
B9a. Architect:   unknown or none  b. Builder:  John Flaherty  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance    1917-1927  Property Type    auto repair shop  Applicable Criteria   1  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History 
 


This building was built in 1917 as an investment for owner Leo Oberdeener, and was occupied from its 
completion through 1933 by automobile repair shops.  The first repair shop in this building was that of 
Fred Kahn, from 1917-1919.  At the end of 1919 he left to become the manager of a new business, the 
American Motor Repair Company, in a very large and fully-equipped plant at the southeast corner of 
Post and Gough streets (demolished). 
 
The next occupant of 1656 Pine, in 1920, was the S. F. Fender and Radiator Works, which 
manufactured radiators, lamps, and hoods, and performed body building, sheet metal work, and 
welding.  This building was a branch of its main location at 1528 Van Ness (demolished). 
 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 4.) 


B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Building permit #74751 (February 13, 1917) (Sketch map with north arrow required) 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1917-1964 
1936 and 1951 Sanborn insurance maps 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  February 2010  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History (continued) 
 
The third and last auto-related business to occupy this building was that of Borman (Charles J.) and 
Dahneke (H. L.), during 1921-1933.  They performed, variously over time, auto tops and trimming work 
(1921-1924), auto painting (1927), and auto repair (1929-1933). 
 
This building’s subsequent use was as a refrigeration company.  The Scott-Buttner Refigeration 
Company (later, Scott Refrigerator) occupied this building from 1936 to at least 1964. 
 
In sum, auto repair shops were here for roughly eight years (1917-1920 and 1929-1933), and related 
auto specialty services were here for another eight years, for a total of about sixteen years of auto-related 
use (1917-1933). 
 
History – Context – Auto repair shops 
 
Over forty buildings in the study area that held auto repair shops during the 1910s-1960s stand today.  
For purposes of comparison between them and 1656 Pine, the most important of them are listed below. 
 
Four of these buildings held auto repair beginning in the 1910s, for periods of over 20 years, and have 
good or high integrity.  They qualify as the oldest good examples of auto repair shops in the study area: 


 
155 Grove Street. This is the oldest building in the study area that was built (in 1915) as an auto repair shop.  
it held auto repair shops for 23 years. 
 
731-799 Van Ness Avenue.  Auto repair use beginning in 1917, for 28 years.  This was a large multi-use 
building; it also held a public garage and an auto painting shop. 
 
1465 Pine Street. Auto repair use beginning in 1917, for at least 30 years. 
 
1644 Pine Street.  Auto repair use beginning in 1918, for 46 years.   


 
To contrast and compare, 1656 Pine held auto repair shops beginning in 1917 for roughly eight years, or 
perhaps more if one adds its years of use as an auto tops and trimming and painting shop. 
 
Seven buildings in the study area held auto repair shops beginning in the 1920s, had over 30 years of 
such use (counting through the year 1964), and retain high integrity.  These are exceptional examples of 
this building type, even though they are not as old as those dating to the 1910s.  They include: 
 


300 Grove Street.  Built in 1920, it held auto repair shops for 38 years.  The brick façade is exceptional, and 
almost all of the wooden windows remain in place.  
 
650, 843, and 845 Polk Street.  All built in 1920.  These held auto repair shops for 40, 44, and 38 years, 
respectively.  These are small buildings on the scale of 1465 Pine. 


 
(Continued next page.) 
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History – Context (continued) 


 
824 Ellis Street. Auto repair use beginning in 1920, for 35 years.  This was one of the larger and more 
architecturally distinguished auto repair shops in the study area. 
 
1765 California Street.  Auto repair use beginning in 1921, for 43 years, by Hanni and Girerd, a major firm.  
This was the largest auto repair shop in the study area. 
 
55 Oak Street.  Auto repair use beginning in 1929, for 35 years. 


 
Other auto repair shop buildings in the study area that are of interest include: 
 


1415 Van Ness Avenue.  Built in 1906 as a clothing store, it became Eugene S. Miner’s auto repair shop 
during 1910-1916.  All windows have been altered. 
 
1575-1595 Bush.  This building held multiple auto uses, including repair shops, upon its completion in 1923. 


 
550 Turk Street.  Built as a garage, this building also held an auto repair shop for 21 years, beginning in 1927. 
 
1540 Bush Street.  Built as a battery shop.  Eugene S. Miner’s auto repair shop was here from 1927-1941. 
 
1522-1524 Bush Street.  Built as an auto supplies store, this building held an auto repair shop for 34 years 
beginning in 1931. 
 
730 Ellis Street.  After long use as a garage, this held an auto repair shop for 29 years beginning in 1936. 


 
Buildings in the above lists are of interest for a variety of reasons (early dates of auto repair use, 
longevity of auto repair use, large capacity of the building, and notable proprietors). 
 
Integrity 
 
The brick façade on this building is intact.  The interior zone, with its storefront windows and paired 
pedestrian doors, is of uncertain date.  The entry does not seem to be wide enough for easy entrance by 
automobiles, and thus the possibility exists that the interior zone was altered in the 1930s for the 
refrigeration company that occupied this building then.  Building permits have not been checked to 
determine whether such an alteration occurred then. 
 
As far as can be understood at present, this building retains integrity of location and setting, while its 
integrity of design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, as it pertains to the building’s 
auto-related use, are diminished. 
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as auto-
mobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according to the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings were  


(Continued next page.) 
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Evaluation (continued) 
 
auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto painting 
shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry in San  
Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a building are 
its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in local auto 
industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to evaluations of 
buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-1964. 
 
Completed in 1917, this is an early example of an automobile repair shop.  With eight years of such use 
in its history, it has fair longevity in this use.  It has sixteen years of total auto-related use, counting auto 
repair, painting, and tops and trimming.  Its integrity may be diminished by the apparent remodeling of 
its interior zone, where a vehicle entrance must once have been.  For these reasons, the building does not 
compare favorably with many other auto repair shops in the study area, and it does not appear to be 
individually eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources under Criterion 1. 
 
None of the proprietors of businesses in this building is known to have been individually important in 
his field.  Accordingly, this building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register under 
Criterion 2. 
 
Architecturally, this building is very modest, with minimal detailing, and thus does not appear to be 
eligible for the California Register under Criterion 3. 
 
Potential historic district 
 
Although this building does not appear to be individually eligible for the California Register, it does 
appear to be a contributor to a potential California Register historic district, under Criterion 1, at the 
local level.  This district includes the five adjacent buildings at 1644, 1650, 1656, 1660, and 1670 Pine 
Street, all of which were built in the 1910s, all of which were originally occupied by automobile-related 
businesses, and all of which have good to high integrity.  Auto-related buildings that date to the 1910s 
and retain good integrity have become somewhat scarce, and nowhere else in the study area can one find 
more than two intact auto-related buildings of this age in a row. This row of five is quite remarkable for 
their early date and high integrity, and evokes the early history of the automobile industry in San 
Francisco as no other group of buildings can. 
 
This building’s integrity is harmed by the apparent remodeling of its interior zone, but enough of the 
façade remains to help evoke the automobile history of this row.  It thus, if by a slender margin, appears 
to be a contributor to this potential historic district.  The Period of Significance for this potential district 
is 1917-1933, the years that all of these buildings had automobile-related uses at the same time. 
 
Character defining features 
 
The character defining features of this building are its height and width, and its brick façade, including 
the parapet, panel, and cornice.  The interior zone (windows and doors) would not be contributing 
features if building permits reveal (as seems likely) that it is the result of a 1930s or later remodeling. 
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Page   1    of   8      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1660 Pine Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):           Gould Storage Battery Co. shop      
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address       1660 Pine Street    City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN              *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 647, lot 10 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ___ HP8 –  industrial building; HP6 – two-story commercial building_________                    ___ 


This two-story brick masonry building fills its 42’-6” by 137’-6” lot.  The façade is clad in tan and 
buff-colored brick that imparts a feeling of warmth.  Ornament is in the Classical Revival style and 
restrained, but is effective, and is appropriate for a shop building of this class.  Just below the parapet 
is a projecting cornice with a paneled soffit and pendants.  It is the boldest aspect of this building’s 
ornamental scheme.  Beneath this, in the frieze area, are, in turn, a band of classical ornament 
(possibly of terra cotta) that is interrupted by the brick piers, a continuous belt course that is white in 
color, and another belt course that is black.  These three bands or courses alternate with courses of 
brick.  Immediately below each second story window is a recessed panel of brick, in a herringbone 
pattern.  Beneath these panels, at the second floor level, is a secondary cornice that is profiled. 
 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 2.) 
 


 
*P4.  Resources Present:            Building   Structure   Object   Site   District   Element of District    Other 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 


 
 


(View, date, accession #) 
View looking north  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1917; building permit  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
PINE & FRANKLIN-CA LLC  
P.O.BOX 4900 
SCOTTSDALE AZ  85261  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  February 2010  
*P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  
P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite 
survey report.)     William Kostura.  
Van Ness Auto Row Support 
Structures.  San Francisco 


Department of City Planning, 2009.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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Description (continued): 
 
In composition, both stories of the façade are divided into three bays.  The brick piers that divide the 
bays in the second story, however, do not exactly line up with those in the first story.  In the second 
story, windows are tripartite, with wooden frames and mullions, and appear to be original.  In the first 
story, the middle bay is devoted to a pedestrian entrance with sidelights, while the flanking bays are 
devoted to storefront windows that are now boarded up.  There is no vehicle entrance in the building, 
which suggests that at least the middle opening was remodeled in the 1930s, when the use of the 
building changed from a tires shop to a furniture store.  The transom window across the first story is 
largely hidden by a projecting sheet metal and neon sign reading “Deovlet and Sons” and “Furniture.”  
This sign was most likely placed in the 1930s. 
 
This building is one in a row of five one and two-story buildings at 1644-1670 Pine Street, all of which 
date to the 1910s and have histories related to the automobile industry.  Collectively, these buildings 
have a frontage on Pine of 204 feet. 


 


 
 


Another view of this building, taken from a different angle than the photo on page one because trees 
obscure the façade. 
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 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)    1660 Pine Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Gould Storage Battery Co. shop  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:    auto battery shop       B4.  Present Use:  vacant  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 


Built in 1917.  There was probably originally a vehicle entrance that was remodeled as a pedestrian entrance in the 
1930s.  Other first story sash may or may not be original. 


 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
B9a. Architect:   Heiman and Schwartz  b. Builder:  unknown  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance    1917-1927  Property Type    auto shop  Applicable Criteria   1, 3  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History – Construction and architects 


This building was built in 1917 as an investment for owner L. A. Myers, a somewhat prominent real estate 
developer of the period.  The architects were Samuel Heiman and Mel I. Schwartz, who were working in 
partnership as Heiman and Schwartz.  These architects also designed two other buildings for L. A. Myers on this 
same block in the same year, at 1650 and 1670 Pine Street. 
 
After apprenticeships, the two formed a partnership that lasted from 1914-1919.  Together they designed small 
commercial buildings such as these three on Pine Street and Mediterranean-styled houses in Forest Hill and St. 
Francis Wood.  After 1919 they each worked independently, Heiman into the 1940s and Schwartz to 1930.  
Heiman had the more prominent career, designing many commercial and industrial buildings, some of which 
were large; institutional buildings; fine residences; apartment buildings; and the Health Department building at 
101 Grove Street (1930-1931).  Schwartz designed little on his own, but two of his houses are exceptional.  
They are an English Renaissance house at 2112 Lake (1929) and a more ornate Baroque house at 2151 
Sacramento (1921), built for Dr. Albert Abrams.  It is one of the finest small houses in the city. 


 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: (Sketch map with north arrow required) 
Building permit #74406 (January 24, 1917) 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1918-1964 
1936 and 1951 Sanborn insurance maps 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  February 2010  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History -- Occupants 
 
Four automobile-related businesses – a battery shop, a piston rings store, a tires shop, and a used car 
sales room – occupied this building during its first nineteen years after construction.   
 
Gould Storage Battery Company and McQuay-Norris Manufacturing, 1917-1927 
 
The initial principle occupant was the Gould Storage Battery Company of California, from 1917 to 
1927.  This was almost certainly was a shop building for the sale, installation and perhaps rehabilitation 
of auto batteries; its secretary-treasurer and manager was O. W. Lillard.  More information about this 
business could not be found. 
 
During 1917-1919 the McQuay-Norris Manufacturing Company also occupied part of this building.  
Display ads in the San Francisco Chronicle (e.g. June 29, 1919) reveal that McQuay Norris was a piston 
ring manufacturer based in St. Louis.  Their branch in this building is listed in the city directory for 1918 
under Auto Supplies; so while it is certain that they sold their piston rings here, it is uncertain whether 
their business here was a shop for installation of this product in automobiles. 
 
Superior Tire and Repair Company/Goodrich Silvertown, 1927-1935 
 
In June 1927 (according to a building permit) the front of the building was changed, and a post 
supporting a steel girder was moved, at a cost of $1,000 to accommodate a new business, the Superior 
Tire and Repair Company, which moved to this building in 1927 from 1650 Pine Street, two doors to the 
east.  The proprietor of this business was David H. Elliot.  In ca. 1931 Elliot gave up his proprietorship 
of his business to become the manager of a branch of the Goodrich Silvertown, Inc.  Its headquarters 
was at 1500 Howard Street, and 1660 Pine was the sole branch.  Goodrich and Silvertown were national 
tire brands, and the tire shop selling them remained at 1660 Pine through 1935. 
 
After Goodrich Silvertown closed this branch, 1660 Pine had one last year of auto-related use, as a used 
car sales room, in 1936. 
 
B. P. Devolet Brothers, furniture, 1938 and afterward 
 
Beginning in 1938 this building was the furniture store of B. P. Devolet Brothers.  This business 
remained here through at least 1964, and the signage now in place is for Devolet and Sons. 
 
Summary of auto-related occupants 
 
In sum, this was a battery shop for ten years, a tires shop for eight years, a piston rings shop or store for 
two years, and a used car sales room for one year, for a total auto-related use of nineteen years. 
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History – Context 
 
Batteries shops in the study area 
 
Two other buildings in the study area were devoted especially to use as an automobile battery shop 
before the 1930s.  They are listed below for purpose of comparison with 1660 Pine: 
 


1540 Bush Street.  This was the local factory branch of an important national battery brand, the Electric 
Storage Battery Company, of Philadelphia, from 1916-1926.  This company’s Exide batteries were 
manufactured, sold, and installed in customers’ cars here during these years.  This building is about twice as 
large as 1660 Pine is and has high integrity.  The Exide brand remains in existence today. 
 
1348-1380 Bush Street.  This building was occupied by the Willard Storage Battery Company, also an 
important national brand, during 1917-1936.  The building has poor integrity. 


 
Clearly, 1660 Pine Street is a less important example of battery shop than 1540 Bush Street is, and is 
more important (because of integrity) than 1348-1380 Bush is. 
 
Tire shops in the study area 
 
For purposes of comparison, the more notable surviving buildings in the study area that held tire shops 
are listed below.  This list excludes buildings that have largely lost integrity and auto showrooms whose 
dealers also sold tires.  Except as noted, all retain good to high integrity. 
 
Seven surviving buildings in the study area held tire stores beginning in the 1910s. They include: 
 


1301-1305 Van Ness Avenue.  This was Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company’s factory branch for five years, 
from 1912-1917.  Goodyear occupied about three quarters of this large building, which became devoted to 
auto showroom use after 1917.  


 
1412-1420 Van Ness Avenue.  This was Firestone’s factory branch for ten years, 1913-1923.  Firestone 
occupied half of this two-story-plus-basement building, the rest of which was occupied by an auto showroom.   
 
1644 Pine Street.  This one-story building was occupied by Michelin Tire Company for six years, 1913-1919. 
 
1233-1237 Van Ness Avenue.  This two-story building originally had three storefronts, two of which were 
occupied by tire companies for ten and eight years, respectively, during 1914-1924.  One storefront held the 
Tansey-Crowe Company, a local business that acted as a tires distributor for the Pennsylvania Rubber 
Company, of Pennsylvania and Wisconsin.  The other tire company in this building was a factory branch, that 
of the Federal Rubber Manufacturing Company, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 


 
1430-1480 Van Ness Avenue.  Among this building’s three storefronts, tire shops were present for about ten 
years, from 1915-1924 and in 1927.  Integrity is fair. 


(Continued next page.) 
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History -- Context (continued) 
 


1650 Pine Street. This small building was occupied for ten years, 1917-1927, by the Superior Tire and Repair 
Company, which sold tires and performed vulcanizing. 
 
1563-1565 Mission Street.  This large building was occupied by Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company for five 
years, during 1917-1923, perhaps as a warehouse from which to supply local tire shops. 


 
Of the above group, the best example (based on early initial dates, the size of the tire shop, longevity of 
use, and major brands sold) is 1412-1420 Van Ness.  The next best examples should probably be 
considered to be 1233-1237 Van Ness, 1301-1305 Van Ness, and 1644 Pine. 
 
The best examples of buildings in the study area that held tire shops beginning in the 1920s and 1930s 
include: 
 


1441 Bush Street.  Tire shops performed vulcanizing and retread work in this small building for almost thirty 
years, from 1922-1951. 
 
1501-1517 Mission Street.  A tire shop occupied this building from 1928 through at least 1964.  The building 
was built in two parts, one of brick (#1517, in 1927), and the other in Art Deco style, and faced in stucco 
(#1501, probably in 1930).  Gurley-Lord is known to have sold Goodyear tires in 1940. 
 
500 Turk Street.  This building has been occupied by Kahn and Keville from its construction in 1935 to the 
present.  They have always sold Goodyear tires, as well as, at times, batteries, radios, and appliances. 
 


As one can see from the lists above, the earlier buildings, from the 1910s, were occupied by tire dealers 
for ten years or less, while buildings from the 1920s-1930s had much greater longevity of such use.  
 
Integrity 
 
The lack of a vehicle entrance in this building suggests that at least one first story opening, most likely 
in the center bay, has been altered since 1935, when the last auto-related business was here.  Some 
window sash may also have been altered since then.  The brick elements of the façade and ornament 
remain intact.  On balance, this building retains integrity of location and setting; while integrity of 
design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association have been slightly diminished. 
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as auto-
mobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according to the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings were 
auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto painting 
shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry in San  
 


(Continued next page.) 
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Evaluation (continued) 
 
Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a building are 
its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in local auto 
industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to evaluations of 
buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-1964. 
 
Criterion 1 
 
Completed in 1917, this is an early example of an automobile battery shop.  With ten years of such use 
in its history (1917-1927), it has moderate longevity in this use.  This building also has fair longevity of 
use as a tires shop beginning at a moderately early date (1927-1935).  Its total longevity of all auto uses, 
nineteen years, is moderate. 
 
As an example of a battery shop, this building is much less important than 1540 Bush, which is twice as 
large in its capacity and was a factory and retail shop for an important manufacturer during a similar 
period of time.  In the hierarchy of auto-related uses identified for this study, the category of battery 
shops is low, beneath that of auto showrooms, public garages, multi-use buildings, and general auto 
repair shops.  On balance, this building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register solely 
for its use as a battery shop. 
 
As an example of a tires shop, which is also fairly low in the hierarchy of auto-related uses, this building 
was so occupied for a briefer period (eight years) beginning at a later date (1927).  Much better 
examples of tires shops exist in the study area, and so this building also does not appear to be eligible for 
the California Register solely for its use as a tires shop. 
 
When considered for all of its auto-related uses, this building’s history is more interesting, mainly for its 
early date of such use (1917).  However, the total number of years it had these uses (nineteen) is only 
moderate, and, to reiterate the statements above, the specialty uses this building had (batteries and tires 
shops, piston rings sales, and used car sales), are low on the hierarchy of uses identified for this study.  
On balance, this building does not appear to be individually eligible for the California Register for its 
overall auto-related use. 
 
Criterion 2 
 
No business proprietor in this building is known to have been individually important in his field.  
Accordingly, this building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 2. 
 
Criterion 3 
 
Architecturally, this building is restrained but effective in its use of ornament.  It does not seem quite 
distinguished enough to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 3, for its design, although 
it comes very close to this level of quality.  The signage has not been considered for possible 
significance, as developing a context statement on such signage was beyond the scope of this project. 


(Continued next page.) 
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Evaluation (continued) 
 
Potential historic district 
 
This building also appears to be a contributor to a potential California Register historic district, under 
both Criterion 1 (for their early automobile-related history) and Criterion 3 (for their design), at the local 
level.  This district includes the five adjacent buildings at 1644, 1650, 1656, 1660, and 1670 Pine Street, 
all of which were built in the 1910s; all of which were originally occupied by automobile-related 
businesses; and four of which were designed in the Classical Revival style and have good to high 
integrity. 
 
This district appears to be eligible for the California Register under criteria 1 and 3; and 1660 Pine 
appears to be a contributor under each of these criteria.  Under Criterion 1: Auto-related buildings that 
date to the 1910s and retain good integrity have become somewhat scarce, and nowhere else in the study 
area can one find more than two intact auto-related buildings from this decade in a row. This row of five 
is quite remarkable for their early date and high integrity, and evokes the early history of the automobile 
industry in San Francisco as no other group of buildings can.  The Period of Significance under this 
criterion is 1917-1933, the years that all of these buildings had automobile-related uses at the same time.  
Under Criterion 3:  Four of these five buildings (including 1660 Pine) possess fine details or ornament in 
the Classical Revival style, and were clearly designed with care.  The Period of Significance under this 
criterion is 1912-1917, the years they were designed and built.  Please see the District Record form for 
1644-1670 Pine Street for a fuller discussion of this potential historic district. 
 
Character defining features 
 
The character defining features of this building are its height and width, the tan and buff-colored brick 
façade, the main and secondary cornices, the bands of ornament in the frieze area of the second story, 
the wooden tripartite second story windows, the herringbone brick panels beneath these windows, and 
the transom bar in each of the first story bays.  The framing or sash of the storefront windows in the 
outer bays may or may not be contributing, depending on a further examination of the building’s permit 
history and the materials themselves. 
 


 
 


The row of five buildings at 1644-1770 Pine Street 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 Other Listings       
 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   5      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1528-1540 Pine Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):      Kenneth J. Larkins Company auto repair shop           
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address      1528-1540 Pine Street     City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN              *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 646, lot 5 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


 


This two-story, stucco-clad, reinforced concrete building fills its lot, which measures 98’-6” in width along 
Pine Street by 137’-6” in depth.  A profiled cornice stretches across the top of this building.  Below it, in turn, 
are a blank frieze and a profiled belt course.  These simple features give the building its minimalist Classical 
Revival style. 
 
In composition, the building is divided by unarticulated piers into five bays. Wall areas within the piers are 
very slightly recessed relative to the piers themselves.  Vehicle entrances are located in the wide end bays, 
while storefront windows with low bulkheads occupy the narrow middle bays. 
 
In the second story, all windows have replacement aluminum sash set in original openings.  In the first story, 
the vehicle openings, which are original, have received non-original partitions, and the storefront windows all 
have new steel frames.  Non-original sheet metal awnings cover all of the openings mentioned above.  One set 
of three original industrial steel sash windows can be found in the mezzanine level in the easternmost bay. 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ___ HP8 –  industrial building_________                    _________  
 


*P4.  Resources Present:           
 Building   Structure   Object  
 Site   District   Element of 


District    Other 


 
 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 
(View, date, accession #) 
View looking north  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1922; building permit  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
GOLDEN GATE CYCLES LTD  
1528 PINE ST 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94104  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  December 2009  
*P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  


P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite survey report.)     William Kostura.  Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures.  San Francisco 
Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   2    of   5      *NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 1528-1540 Pine Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Kenneth J. Larkins Company auto repair shop  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:    auto repair shop       B4.  Present Use:  motorcycle sales  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1922.  Window sash altered at an unknown date. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
B9a. Architect:   Reid Brothers  b. Builder:  John Spargo  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance    n/a  Property Type    auto repair shop  Applicable Criteria   n/a  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History 
 


This building was built in 1922 for Lucy and Edith Allyne as an investment to designs by the Reid 
Brothers, architects.  This building’s occupants for its first three years, 1922-1925, remain unknown 
despite a careful search through the 1924 and 1925 city directory classifieds of auto-related categories.  
For the next forty years the building was occupied by automobile repair shops and, more briefly, public 
garages.  The proprietors of these shops were: 
 


1926-1930:  Shirley McAndrew, auto repair   1931-1932:  Fred G. Armstrong, garage 
1933:  Ray Hilton, auto repair    1935-1936:  L. W. Brindle, auto repair 
1936-1939:  Kenneth J. Larkins, garage   1940-1964:  Kenneth J. Larkins, auto repair 
 


In sum, this building held auto repair shops for 33 years (through 1964) and a garage for six years.  
The total auto repair and garage use of this building (through 1964) was for 39 years. 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 4.) 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Building permit #106577 (April 19, 1922), filed under “1530 Pine” (Sketch map with north arrow required) 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1913-1964 
1948 Sanborn insurance map (1540 Pine, garage, capacity of 150 


cars, repairing and painting on second story, built 1923) 
Coachbuilt.com website on Larkins and Co. 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  December 2009  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History (continued) 
 
The last proprietor in this list, Kenneth J. Larkins, was one of the successor firms to a much older 
business named Larkins and Co.  Larkins and Co. was founded by Kenneth Larkins’ grandfather, 
William Larkins, in 1865 as a carriage manufacturer.  Burned out of his South-of-Market factory in 
1906, William Larkins re-established his carriage-making factory on Guerrero Street.  In 1913 he sold 
the business to his son, William B. Larkins, who moved it to the new auto row on Van Ness Avenue and 
added a new line of product.  At 1600 Van Ness, William B. Larkins manufactured not only carriages (a 
fading concern), but also automobile bodies, and offered an auto body repairing, trimming, and painting 
service.  In 1920 he moved the business again, to a spacious former streetcar barn at 3700 Geary at 
Arguello.  The business remained there through 1935.  (1600 Van Ness still stands with fair integrity.  
3700 Geary still stands with high integrity dating to Larkins’ time.) 
 
Three sons of William B. Larkins became partners in this business in the late 1920s.  One of them, 
Kenneth Larkins, concentrated on auto repair at Geary and Arguello.  Seven or eight years later, upon 
the dissolution of Larkins and Co., Kenneth Larkins established his own auto repair shop in the subject 
building, 1528-1540 Pine, where he remained at least to 1964. 
 
History – Alterations 
 
A photograph of this building from the 1950s can be found at the San Francisco History Center in the 
Main Library.  The building as shown in this photograph seems to have been generally unaltered from 
the time of construction in 1922.  A comparison of this photo with the building as it is today reveals that 
it has since been altered to remove almost all of the original sash in both the first and second stories; to 
add infill to the two vehicle entrances (reconfiguring these entrances); and to add sheet metal awnings 
over all window and entrance openings.  The wall surface of the façade is otherwise unaltered. 
 
History – Context 
 
Over 40 buildings still stand in the study area that were occupied by auto repair shops for seven years or 
longer (through 1964).  In order to evaluate 1528-1540 Pine Street for possible historic significance it 
will be useful to compare it to the rest of these buildings in terms of their earliest dates of auto repair 
use, the longevity of this use in each building, and the integrity of each building.  These buildings are 
identified in an appended historic context statement, “Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-
1964.”  They are summarized here: 
 


Three buildings in the study area were devoted to use as auto repair shops beginning in the 1910s, for periods 
of from 23 to 45 years, and have integrity that is equal to or better than 1528-1540 Pine’s.  These are the 
oldest auto repair shops in the study area and thus are better examples of this building type than 1528-1540 
Pine is. 
 
Seven buildings held auto repair shops beginning in the 1920s (at about the same time as 1528-1540 Pine), for 
a period of time lasting 35-43 years (i.e. for a similar or longer period compared to 1528-1540 Pine).  All of 
these buildings have better integrity than 1528-1540 Pine does, and are better examples of this building type. 
 


(Continued next page.) 
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History – Context (continued) 
 


Two buildings (1560 Pacific and 24 Franklin) are similar to 1528-1540 Pine in a number of ways.  They held 
auto repair shops for 33 years beginning in 1928 and 1931, respectively, and have good integrity other than 
the alteration of their vehicle entrances, which take up a large proportion of the façade area.  These two are 
very small shops, and in that respect are not as good examples as 1528-1540 Pine. 
 
Approximately 19 buildings in the study area held auto repair shops beginning in the 1910s, 1920s or 1930s, 
for periods ranging from seven to 34 years, and have integrity comparable to or better than 1528-1540 Pine.  
Some of these are better examples of auto repair shops than 1528-1540 Pine is, and some are not.  All of 
them, however, also held other important auto-related uses (such as garages, auto showrooms, and specialty 
service shops) for many years.  All of these buildings are more important for their overall auto-related use 
than 1528-1540 Pine is. 
 
About ten buildings in the study area are less important than 1528-1540 Pine due to loss longevity of their 
auto repair shop use or due to their loss of integrity. 
 


In summary, relative to 1528-1540 Pine about ten buildings in the study area are clearly better examples 
of auto repair shops; two are similar in importance; ten are lesser examples (mainly due to loss of 
integrity); and 19 are better examples of buildings that had multiple auto-related uses, including auto 
repair. 
 
Integrity 
 
The windows and entrances are altered within the original openings, and the balance of the façade is 
unaltered, save for addition of awnings.  The openings constitute a fairly large percentage of the façade 
area.  Overall, this building retains integrity of location, design, and association, while integrity of 
materials, workmanship, and feeling are substantially diminished.  Integrity of setting is also diminished, 
mainly due to construction of a large hotel (mis-matched in scale) adjacent on the west. 
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as auto-
mobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according to the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings were 
auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto painting 
shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry in San 
Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a building are 
its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in local auto 
industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to evaluations of 
buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-1964. 
 
This building was completed in 1922, and the earliest known occupant, an auto repair shop, dates to 
1926.  This is thus a moderately early example of an automobile repair shop.  With 33 years of such use 
in its history, and 39 years of all auto-related use (through 1964), it has excellent longevity in such use.   
 


(Continued next page.) 
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Evaluation (continued) 
 
If this building had better integrity, this building would have historic significance as an auto repair shop.  
The integrity, however, is diminished due to the alteration of almost all window and entrance openings; 
and while the façade is otherwise intact, these openings constitute a fairly large percentage of the façade.  
A fairly large number of other auto repair shops still stand that are either older examples of this building 
type or have substantially better integrity, and for this reason this building does not appear to be eligible 
for the California Register of Historical Resources under Criterion 1. 
 
Under Criterion 2, the only occupant of particular interest is Kenneth Larkin, whose family ran an auto 
body building shop beginning in 1913, and a carriage factory before that.  The history of this important 
family business is much better represented by the building at 3700 Geary Street where the business was 
located from 1920 through the 1930s.  Accordingly, the building being evaluated here, 1528-1540 Pine, 
does not appear to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 2. 
 
Architecturally, this building is devoid of detail other than the cornice, and lacks interest.  In addition, 
integrity is diminished due to the loss of original window sash.  Thus, this building does appear to be 
eligible for the California Register under Criterion 3. 


 


 
 


Photograph of 1528-1540 Pine Street, ca. 1950s. 
San Francisco History Archives, San Francisco Public Library, Assessor’s negatives. 
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Page   1    of   7      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)    1545 Pine Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):       Nordhoff Grill          
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address      1545 Pine Street     City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN              *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 667, lot 16 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ___ HP6 – one-story commercial building; HP8 –  industrial building_________                    __ 


This one-story building fills its lot, which measures 50’-3” in width along Pine Street by 120 feet in 
depth.  According to Sanborn maps this building is wood-framed in structure.  Within the building 
walls, vertical steel piers support steel trusses upon which the wooden roof rests.  In composition, the 
façade is divided by wooden piers into three bays, with the middle bay devoted to a vehicle entrance 
and the two outer bays to windows.  The vehicle entrance is closed by a non-original roll-up metal 
door.  Window frames and sash are wooden, and describe a curve at the top.  The style of the front is 
Art Nouveau.  This style is imparted by curvilinear half-timbering made of wooden planks; drip 
ornament that descends from the tops of the piers; and an angular keystone from which floral 
ornament is suspended.  The wall surface within the half-timbering, and the bulkhead below the 
windows, are coated in textured stucco.  A pedestrian entrance with a non-original door can be found 
at far right.  An inexpensive coating, possibly of plastic, has been applied to the lower reaches of 
some of the piers. 


 
*P4.  Resources Present:            Building   Structure   Object   Site   District   Element of District    Other 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 


 
 


(View, date, accession #) 
View looking south  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1906; published newspaper 
notices, Assessor’s records  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
AUSTIN COURT LLC  
1875  MISSION STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94103  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  January 2010  
*P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  
P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite 
survey report.)     William Kostura.  
Van Ness Auto Row Support 


Structures.  San Francisco Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   2    of    7     *NRHP Status Code  3CS  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)      1545 Pine Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Nordhoff Grill  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:    restaurant       B4.  Present Use:  auto repair  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Art Nouveau  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1906.  Entrance most likely altered for automobile use by 1917. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
B9a. Architect:   unknown  b. Builder:  unknown  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   post-1906 commercial use  Area            San Francisco  
 Period of Significance    1906-1907  Property Type    restaurant  Applicable Criteria   1  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History – Construction 
 


This building was built during July-November 1906 as an investment for the owner, who was variously 
identified as Charlotte F. Clarke and Edward K. Clarke.  Charlotte Clarke owned several pieces of San 
Francisco commercial real estate, some of great value, and redeveloped them with her insurance 
money after the earthquake and fire of 1906.  1545 Pine was one of at least three buildings she 
financed in this way. 
 
Her other buildings – a four-story hotel on Turk Street, and a three story building in Chinatown – were 
of permanent brick construction.  1545 Pine, by contrast, was a one-story wood-framed building that 
was described as “temporary.”  It was located close to Van Ness Avenue, which served as San 
Francisco’s interim shopping district while the downtown area was being rebuilt.   


 
 


B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1908-1964 
(Sketch map with north arrow required) 


1913 Sanborn insurance map: furniture factory 
1918 Sanborn insurance map: auto body building 
1929 and 1948 Sanborn insurance maps: auto sales 
All four Sanborn maps show this as a one-story building. 
Note: No building permits could be found for the original construction 


or for alteration for auto use. 
See last page for further references. 
B13. Remarks: 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  January 2010  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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History – Early occupants 
 
Three brief newspaper notices documented this building’s construction and leasing in July and August 
of 1906, as construction of the building was under way.  One notice stated that the building would be 
temporary in character, and two stated that its initial use would be as a restaurant.  In July, while 
construction was just beginning, the Clarkes leased the building for three years to Sophie H. Truman, for 
a consideration of $15,600.  The building was finished in November 1906, a slightly long period of 
construction (four months) for such a small building. 
 
The building was fitted up as a restaurant and opened in November 1906 as the Nordhoff Grill.  The 
Nordhoff advertised in the newspapers as a dinner restaurant and stated that music was played there.  Its 
life was brief, ending in the spring of 1907.  On at least two occasions this restaurant was rented for 
large groups, e.g. the Bohemian Club for its banquet in January, and the Loyal Legion in February. 
 
The next occupant of this building, from May 1907 to June 1909, was the Nordhoff Auction Mart.  Here 
E. Curtis auctioned antiques, pianos, carpets, other furniture and household goods, equipment from a 
recently-closed restaurant, and so forth to the public.  He then moved his auction house to Van Ness 
Avenue.  By 1913, according to the Sanborn map of that year, this building had become a furniture 
warehouse, although for what business is unknown. 
 
History – Discussion of the building’s original (1906) appearance 
 
As related below, this building’s next known use was as an auto repair shop.  The question arises: how 
similar was the original appearance of this building’s façade, when the building was devoted to use as a 
restaurant, to its eventual and current appearance as an auto repair shop? 
 
During the 1900s and 1910s, the Art Nouveau style of this façade would have been considered 
appropriate for a commercial use such as a restaurant, but not, probably, for an industrial use like an 
auto repair shop.  This supports the likelihood that the Art Nouveau design of this building is original to 
1906.  On the other hand, this building has the three-bay façade composition, with a predominant center 
bay devoted to a vehicle entrance, which was common among garages and some auto repair shops in 
San Francisco during the 1900s-1920s.  The simplest explanation, and the most likely one, is that this 
building was originally built with an Art Nouveau façade that was essentially the same as that now in 
place; and that, after the building’s restaurant use ended, the original entrance was widened to meet the 
two middle piers (either for the auction house, for the furniture warehouse, or in ca. 1917 for an auto 
repair shop).  It also seems somewhat likely that the window sash now in place was an early replacement 
for the original sash of 1906. 
 
None of this is certain.  Two efforts were made to resolve the question.  An on-line search through the 
photographs at the San Francisco History Center at the Main Library, and photos from the Bancroft 
Library, under the key words “Pine Street,” failed to turn up any historic photo of this building.  The 
only 20th century photo that could be found is from the Department of City Planning’s 1976 survey of 
historic buildings, in which the building looks the same as it does now (except for signage).  Similarly, a 
search for this address through building permits at the Department of Building Inspection failed to turn 
up a permit for a façade alteration. 
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History – Automobile-related occupants 
 
From 1917 to at least 1964 this building was occupied by a diverse assortment of automobile-related 
businesses.  These included an auto body builder, an auto wheels sales business, an auto finance 
company, and three used car sales companies.  They were: 
 


1917-1923:  Edward and Albert Peters, as Peters and Co., auto body builders, makers of auto tops, 
and performers of trimming, painting, and repairs 


1923-1925:  Motor Wheel Corporation, sellers of Disteel, Tulare, and Forsyth steel auto wheels 
1926-1928:  occupants unknown 
1929-1933:  Reliance Acceptance Corporation, auto finance 
1938-1941:  Neal McNeil, used car sales 
1942-1944:  occupants unknown; no used car businesses could be found here 
1945-1953:  C. B. McCormick, used car sales 
1954-1964:  California Wholesale House, used car sales 


 
In sum, this building was occupied by an auto repair shop for seven years, an auto wheels shop for two 
years, an auto financing office for five years, and a used car sales room for 24 years.  The total auto-
related use of this building was for 38 years. 
 
History – Context – Temporary commercial buildings of 1906 on or near Van Ness Avenue 
 
Before the earthquake and fire of April 18-21, 1906, Van Ness Avenue was largely residential in 
character, with middle-class houses along the southern stretch of the avenue, residence hotels in the 
middle stretch between Ellis and Sutter streets, and mansions to the north.  The east side of Van Ness, 
and a few blocks on the west side of the avenue, either burned during the fire or were dynamited to 
create a fire break. 
 
Downtown had burned, too, and so Van Ness Avenue became the city’s new shopping district during the 
next two or three years, while downtown was rebuilt. Van Ness had the advantage of being immediately 
adjacent to the wealthiest part of San Francisco that survived the earthquake and fire, i.e., Pacific 
Heights and the Western Addition.  Residents of those neighborhoods would naturally prefer to shop on 
Van Ness Avenue than to travel through an extra fifteen blocks of the burnt district to shop to the old 
downtown.  Accordingly, then, Van Ness was developed as a temporary shopping district, while 
downtown was more gradually rebuilt.  Surviving residences on the west side of the avenue were 
converted into stores, usually with new storefronts tacked on the fronts; and miles of one and two-story 
wood-framed buildings were constructed on both sides of the street.  The city’s best department, dry 
goods, clothing, jewelry, and book stores – The White House, the City of Paris, Davis-Schonwasser, D. 
Samuel’s Lace House, Newman and Levison, Roos Bros., Andrews’ Diamond Palace, Shreve’s, Paul 
Elder, and A. M. Robertson – relocated to Van Ness Avenue.  Nestled among them in smaller buildings 
were stationers, restaurants, tailors, and milliners. 


(Continued next page.) 
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History – Context – Temporary commercial buildings of 1906 on or near Van Ness Avenue (continued) 
 
The east-west streets between Van Ness and Polk Street, and Polk Street itself, were also developed, in 
part, with small, wood-framed commercial buildings in 1906.  These, too, were probably considered to 
be temporary at the time they were built; once the shops that first occupied them removed to a rebuilt 
downtown, these buildings would likely be replaced by larger structures of brick or reinforced concrete.  
In this sense they were like the “earthquake refugee shacks” or “camp cottages” that were built in the 
city’s parks after the earthquake and fire to house the recently homeless.  Probably no one at the time 
considered that some would still be standing over a hundred years later. 
 
How many wood-framed “temporary” buildings from 1906 survive on Van Ness, or in the blocks 
immediately east of that avenue?  Only two are known of at present.  One stands on Van Ness Avenue, 
namely, a wood-framed store built for Roos Brothers at 1415 Van Ness.  The other is the building being 
evaluated here.  It is possible that a few others still stand on the east-west streets between Van Ness and 
Polk. 
 
Other buildings might be considered to share some aspects of this pattern of history. 819 Ellis Street 
(between Polk and Van Ness), for instance, is a brick building that was built for occupancy by Joseph 
Fredericks and Co., a major furniture store, during July-November, 1906 (at the same time that 1545 
Pine was built).  Although its materials and structure were considered permanent, the initial use was 
definitely temporary, for Fredericks and Co. soon moved to its new home on Union Square.  819 Ellis’ 
façade has been altered, but other buildings in the study area of this report might have a similar history. 
 
It might also be useful to mention that Fillmore street also became a major shopping district immediately 
after the earthquake and fire of 1906, although one subordinate to Van Ness Avenue.  No survey has 
been made to determine which, if any, commercial buildings from that time and place still survive with 
high integrity. 
 
Integrity 
 
This building’s integrity to 1906-1907 is difficult to assess.  It is probable, but not certain, that the half-
timbering, piers, ornament, and stucco siding date to 1906; and it is highly likely that the entrance was 
widened to meet the piers since that date.  The original appearance of the window sash is highly 
uncertain.  In sum, for the period 1906-1907, this building retains integrity of location; it probably 
retains integrity of design, feeling, and association, while integrity of materials, workmanship have 
probably been slightly diminished.  Integrity of setting has been lost, as few if any buildings in the 
immediate vicinity date to 1906-1907. 
 
For the period since 1917, this building appears to be little altered.  For this period it retains integrity of 
location, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.  Integrity of setting has been 
diminished by new construction and alterations in the vicinity. 
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Evaluation 
 
Criterion 1 – Events and pattern of history 
 
The most important aspect of this building’s history is its earliest history, as one of the immediate post-
1906 commercial buildings built along the Van Ness Avenue corridor.  These buildings were considered 
to be temporary in nature at the time they were built; but at least two of them (this building, and 1415 
Van Ness) have survived for over a century. 
 
These buildings represent the city’s temporary “downtown” after its greatest physical disaster, and 
thereby are an important aspect of San Francisco’s post-1906 commercial life and rebuilding.  This 
history has been overlooked compared with the attention given to the four days of the earthquake and 
fire itself, but it is an important part of San Francisco’s history. 
 
It is not easy to evaluate this building in light of this pattern of history, for two reasons.  One is that no 
survey has been conducted of buildings that share this pattern of history, and thus it is not known how 
many other such buildings exist.  Only one such building survives on Van Ness, but others besides 1545 
Pine might survive on the cross streets.  If any others survive with high integrity, they are probably very 
few in number. 
 
A larger difficulty is that it is impossible to be certain to what degree this building retains its 1906 
appearance.  Assuredly the entrance was altered by the time this building became an auto body building 
shop in 1917.  As mentioned above, it seems somewhat likely that the window sash and frames are an 
early alteration, and that the Art Nouveau piers and half-timbering are original.  But none of this is 
known for certain. 
 
On balance, this building appears to be eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources for its 
history as one of the immediate post-1906 commercial buildings built on or near Van Ness Avenue.  The 
Period of Significance under this criterion is 1906-1907, the years this building was occupied by the 
Nordhoff Grill. 
 
Regarding the automobile-related history of this building, this was an auto repair shop for seven years 
beginning in 1917, and thus was an early example of such a shop, with brief longevity in this use.  
Subsequent uses of this building -- as an auto wheels store (briefly), an auto finance office (also briefly), 
and a used car sales room (for 24 years) – were minor in importance, and are not very compelling.  
Overall, this building does not have an important history for its auto-related uses compared to many 
others in the study area of this report.  Accordingly, it does not appear to be eligible for the California 
Register for its auto-related history under Criterion 1. 
 
Criterion 2 
 
None of the individual proprietors associated with this building had importance in their fields.  
Accordingly, this building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 2. 
 


(Continued next page) 
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Evaluation (continued) 
 
Criterion 3 
 
Architecturally, this building is one of a fairly small number of Art Nouveau style buildings in San 
Francisco.  Given the rarity of this important style in this city, most good examples with high integrity 
should be considered significant.  However, this seems like a minor example of the style.  The detailing 
on the piers and the angular keystone at the top of the parapet lack both fineness.  The latter overlaps 
and slightly obscures rather fine floral ornament below it.  In sum, this building does not appear to be 
eligible for the California Register under Criterion 3. 
 
Character defining features 
 
The character defining features of this building are its height and width, the half-timbering, the piers 
with their drip ornament and caps, the stucco surface of the façade, and the ornament at the top of the 
parapet.  It being uncertain whether the window sash dates to the Period of Significance (1906-1907), it 
seems bets to exclude it from this list of character-defining features. 
 
B12.  References (continued from page 2) 
 
“Real Estate Sales.”  San Francisco Chronicle, July 16, 1906, 5:7.  Mrs. Charlotte F. Clarke to lease a building being built on 
this lot, to be used as a restaurant and café, for three years, for $15,600. 
 
“Realty Market Spirited.”  San Francisco Call, July 29, 1906, 40:3.  Edward K. Clarke has leased a one-story frame building 
in the course of construction on this lot for three years for $15,600. 
 
“Much Building Is Under Way.”  San Francisco Chronicle, August 8, 1906, 12:4.  Charlotte F. Clarke is to improve three of 
her lots using insurance money, including a frame restaurant on this lot. 
 
“Leases.”  Edwards Abstracts from Records, January 23, 1907, p. 3.  Lease of July 12, 1906: Edward Clarke to Sophie H. 
Truman, lease of this property for three years for $15,600. 
 
“Acceptances.”  Edwards Abstracts from Records, January 24, 1907, p. 2.  A completion notice:  Charlotte F. Clarke to John 
G. Sutton Co. and George Lang (contractors), for a building on this lot. 
 
“Real Estate Transactions.”  San Francisco Call, December 13, 1907, 13:1.  Sale of this lot by Edward to Charlotte F. Clarke. 
 
The following sources are brief advertisements or notices of the use of 1545 Pine as a restaurant called the Nordhoff Grill: 
 


San Francisco Call: Nov. 8 (7:4), Nov. 15, and Nov. 24 (10:2), 1906; and Feb. 2, 1907. 
San Francisco Chronicle:  Nov. 11 (p. 52), Nov. 15 (p. 16), and Nov. 16 (p. 7), 1906. 
San Francisco Newsletter:  Nov. 24, 1906. 
Bohemian Club Annual Report for 1906-1907 (re: banquet on Jan. 5th, 1907). 


 
The following sources are brief advertisements or notices of the use of 1545 Pine as the auction house of E. Curtis, called the 
Nordhoff Auction Mart: 
 


San Francisco Chronicle, May 5 (p. 63) and Dec. 9 (p. 13), 1907; Feb. 27, 1908, p. 15; Jan. 25 (p. 11), May 3 (p. 15), 
June 6 (p. 53), and June 13, 1909.  The latter source is a removal notice, indicating the end of this building’s use as an 
auction house. 
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Page   1    of   6      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1700-1710 Pine Street  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):    Kern Garage             
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address     1700-1710 Pine Street     City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN              *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 648, lot 4 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  __ HP8 –  industrial building_________                    _________  


This two-story, stucco-clad, reinforced building fully occupies its lot at the northwest corner of Pine 
and Franklin streets, and measures 110 feet along Pine by 68’-9” on Franklin.  At the top of the 
building a shallow, pitched roof structure, similar to abbreviated mansard roofs (aka French caps), 
projects beyond the wall plane and wraps around both facades.  It is supported by molded brackets.  
Immediately below, at the top of the walls, is a frieze filled by panels of classically-styled plaster 
ornament. 
 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 2.) 
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P5b.  Description of Photo: 


 
 


(View, date, accession #) 
View looking west at Franklin St. 
façade, June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1925; building permit  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
KERN, REUBEN W  
3201 PLUMAS ST #257 
RENO NV  89501  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
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Van Ness Auto Row Support 
Structures.  San Francisco 


Department of City Planning, 2010.  
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Description (continued) 
 
In composition, the Franklin Street façade is divided into four bays of equal width, while the Pine Street 
façade is divided into five bays.  These bays are divided, or defined, by piers that project very slightly 
beyond the wall plane.  A shield and suspended swag decorates the top of each pier. Spandrels at the 
second floor level take the form of rectangular panels with three levels of recess.  Where openings for 
vehicle entrances exist in the first story, these spandrels are supported by curved brackets.  All window 
openings are filled by industrial steel sash windows.  In the Pine Street façade, these windows are 
divided into two parts by plain, narrow piers.  Except for roll-up metal vehicle entrance doors, all of the 
above elements appear to be original. 


 
 


 
 


Perspective view, looking northwest 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   3    of   6      *NRHP Status Code  3CS  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 1700-1710 Pine Street  
B1. Historic Name:  Kern Garage  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:    public garage       B4.  Present Use:  garage and auto repair  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1925. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
B9a. Architect:   O’Brien Brothers  b. Builder:  Industrial Construction Co.  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance    1925-1958  Property Type    public garage  Applicable Criteria   1, 3  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History -- Introduction 
 


This building was built in 1925 as a public garage for owner Reuben W. Kern, to designs by the 
O’Brien Brothers, architects.  This firm designed many auto showrooms and public garages in San 
Francisco, and is profiled below. 
 
The architects, O’Brien Brothers 
 
O’Brien Brothers consisted of Walter J., Albert L. and Arthur T. O’Brien, and practiced in San 
Francisco from 1907 through 1935.  In 1925, after the deaths of his brothers, Walter J. O’Brien began 
working with Wilbur D. Peugh; the firm ultimately became known as “O’Brien Brothers and Wilbur 
D. Peugh.” 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 4.) 
 


B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Building permit #35432 (Feb. 17, 1925) (Sketch map with north arrow required) 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 


directory listings for occupants of this building, 1924-1964 
1936 Sanborn insurance map (capacity = 120 cars; address was 


1601 Franklin/1732 Pine) 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  December 2009  
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The architects, O’Brien Brothers  (continued) 
 
O’Brien Brothers had a diversified practice of designing commercial buildings, industrial buildings, 
apartment buildings, and residences.  Auto related buildings were only a small percentage of their 
overall output, but it might be accurate to say that they made a specialty of designing this building type.  
O’Brien Brothers, in fact, may have designed more buildings for the automobile industry than did any 
other San Francisco architectural firm.  Outside of the study area, their outstanding building of this type 
is the Palace Garage, at 111-127 Stevenson Street (1921).  Other fine garage buildings by them include 
1419 Pacific Avenue (1913-1914), 525 Jones Street (1922), and 640 O’Farrell Street (1924). 
 
Within the study area, O’Brien Brothers designed two auto showrooms, at 1601 Van Ness (1912-1913; 
demolished) and 1600-1630 Van Ness (1913; partially altered), plus several public garages.  The best of 
the garages is the Jackson Garage at 1641 Jackson (1914); others include 1660 Pacific (1921), the Grand 
Central Garage at 66 Page (1924), and the Kern Garage at 1700 Pine (1925). 
 
These buildings were designed in prevailing styles such as Classical Revival and Tudor Revival that 
were adapted to automotive needs.  Wide expanses of industrial steel sash windows allowed generous 
amounts of light for automotive work and gave these buildings a functional or industrial feeling that was 
enlivened by the historical ornament. 
 
Several of O’Brien Brothers’ auto-related buildings are known to have been demolished or heavily 
altered.  These include 401-425 Fourth Street (1912), 1360 Eddy Street (1921), 626-628 Golden Gate 
Avenue (1925-1926), and 140 Hayes Street (1928).  Others may yet come to light. 
 
To recapitulate, approximately ten of O’Brien Brothers’ buildings for the automobile industry are known 
to still stand.  Eight have high integrity, one lost its original window sash and doors but is otherwise 
fairly intact, and one has been altered more severely. 
 
History – Occupants 
 
The first owner, Reuben W. Kern, built this garage for his own use in 1925.  This was unusual in that 
proprietors of public garages typically leased buildings for their business use; it was very rare for garage 
proprietors to build and own their own buildings.  Kern naturally named this garage after himself, and it 
remained known as the Kern Garage for 33 years, through 1958.  This garage had a capacity of 120 
automobiles (according to the 1936 Sanborn map), making it one of the largest garages in the study area. 
 
Kern remained the proprietor only through 1929, before leasing it out to others.  He later assumed the 
proprietorship for several years in the 1930s-1940s.  Known proprietors over the years were: 
 


1925-1929: Robert W. Kern    1930-1935:  William A. Smith 
1936-1943:  Robert W. Kern   1944-1945:  K. J. MacKenzie 
1951:  J. E. Hunsicker    1955:  Olin C. Biddison and Henderson Reed 
 


Later, from 1959 to at least 1964, this building became the used car salesroom of John E. Goggin, 
known as the AutoMart. 
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History -- Context 
 
Twelve buildings in the study area, including 1700-1710 Pine Street, have held a public garage for 
longer than twenty years (through 1964, the end year of the period of time being studied).  They include: 
 


1361 Bush (38 years), 1700-1710 Pine (33 years), 1745 Clay (33 years), 1641 Jackson (31 years), 
1267 Bush (28 years), 1461 Pine (28 years), 1725 Sacramento (25+ years), 731-799 Van Ness (24 
years), 550 Turk (23+ years), 730 Ellis (23 years), 2020-2034 Van Ness (22 years), and 1335 Larkin 
(21 years).  


 
Among these buildings, seven stand out as having the best integrity: 1700-1710 Pine, 1641 Jackson, 
1725 Sacramento, 731-799 Van Ness, 550 Turk, 2020-2034 Van Ness, and 1335 Larkin.  The building 
with the greatest longevity as a garage, 1361 Bush, has the poorest integrity.  If one uses longevity and 
integrity as standards, then 1700-1710 Pine Street could be considered the best public garage in the 
study area.  This building also had one of the largest capacities of any garage in the study area. 
 
Integrity 
 
Save for the loss of original vehicle entrance doors – a near-universal condition in the study area – no 
alterations to the exterior are known to have occurred.  This building retains integrity of location, design, 
materials, workmanship, setting, feeling, and association.   
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as auto-
mobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according to the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings were 
auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto painting 
shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry in San 
Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a building are 
its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in local auto 
industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to evaluations of 
buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-1964. 
 
Completed in 1925, this is a moderately early example of a public garage.  With 33 years of such use in 
its history, it has excellent longevity in this use.  In addition, this is clearly one of the best examples of a 
public garage in the study area, due to its longevity, integrity, and capacity.  For these reasons, the 
building appears to be eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources under Criterion 1, at 
the local level, for its use as a public garage.  The Period of Significance under this criterion is 1925-
1958, the years the building had this use. 
 
Not withstanding the unusual circumstance of Reuben Kern’s ownership of his own public garage 
building, he does not stand out as important in his field.  Accordingly, this building does not appear to 
be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 2. 


(Continued next page.) 
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Evaluation (continued) 
 
Architecturally, this building is not as striking as some other public garages in the study area, most 
notably 1641 Jackson, 1725 Sacramento, and 1745 Clay Street.  It is also less striking than other garages 
by the O’Brien Brothers in San Francisco, particularly the Palace Garage at 111-127 Stevenson and 525 
Jones Street.  A few other garages that survive in the study area and/or were designed by the O’Brien 
Brothers are on roughly the same level as this building (e.g. 66 Page, 550 Turk, and 1565 Bush).  On 
balance, this garage rises to a level of significance because of its design quality and for its very high 
integrity; only a small number of public garages in the city retain virtually all of their original steel sash 
windows, as this building does.  For these reasons this building does appear to be eligible for the 
California Register under Criterion 3. The Period of Significance under this criterion is 1925, the year of 
construction. 
 
Character defining features 
 
The character defining features of this building are its height and width, the stucco surface, its projecting 
roof and brackets, the plaster ornament in the frieze and piers, the paneled spandrels, the brackets at the 
top of the vehicle entrance openings, and the industrial steel sash windows. 
 





